Fourth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
797*
German New Guinea, two mark, 1894A. Good very fine.
$400
Ex D.Simpson Collection.

798*
German New Guinea, one mark, 1894A. Good very fine.
$300

793*
German New Guinea, five mark, 1894A. Uneven toning, rim
nick, minor surface marks, otherwise extremely fine.
$1,500

Ex W.J.Baker Collection, from Spink Australia Sale 17 (lot 1426 part).

Ex W.J.Baker Collection from Spink Australia Sale 17 (lot 1426 part).

799*
German New Guinea, half mark, 1894A. Extremely fine.
$250
Ex W.J.Baker Collection, from Spink Australia Sale 17 (lot 1426 part).

794*
German New Guinea, five mark, 1894A. Porous flan from
water immersion, otherwise very fine or better.
$450
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection, from Status Sale 315 (lot 6977).

800*
German New Guinea, half mark, 1894A. Nearly extremely
fine.
$180

795
German New Guinea, five mark, 1894A. Reverse with buckle
mount, otherwise very fine.
$100

796*
German New Guinea, two mark, 1894A. Nearly extremely
fine.
$600

801*
Territory of New Guinea, George V, Melbourne Mint,
specimen penny and halfpenny, 1929 in cupro-nickel. FDC.
(2)
$1,500

Ex W.J.Baker Collection, from Spink Australia Sale 17 (lot 1426 part).

Ex W.J.Baker Collection, from Spink Australia Sale 17 (lot 1428).
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802*
Territory of New Guinea, George V, Melbourne Mint
specimen penny and halfpenny, 1929 in cupro-nickel. Slightly
toned, FDC. (2)
$1,500
In slabs by NGC as PF64 and PF63.

803
Papua New Guinea, proof coin first day of issue cover set
or PNC set, 16 September 1975, eight coins. In album of
issue, FDC.
$50

806*
Papua New Guinea, Public Service Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal, rim with impressed number 248; Papua
New Guinea 10th Anniversary of Independence Medal
1985, rim with impressed number 09014, both medals with
pin-back suspension for wear. Some scuff marks, otherwise
uncirculated. (2)
$150

Ex W.J.Baker Collection.

804
Papua New Guinea, proof silver five kina, 1994 Centennial
of First Coinage (KM.37); proof silver twenty five kina, 1994
Bird of Paradise (KM.36). In cases of issue with certificates,
FDC. (2)
$140

805
Papua New Guinea, proof gold fifty kina, 1994 (KM.38).
FDC.
$400

807*
Papua New Guinea, Fire Brigade, hat badge, a trial striking
in brass, reverse marked in relief 'Amor/Sydney', with two
pierced holes as issued for wearing. Good extremely fine
and scarce.
$80
Ex T.J.Davidson Collection from Noble Numismatics Sale 96 (lot 1267).
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NEW ZEALAND

809*
George V, proof-like Waitangi crown, 1935. Toned, nearly
FDC and rare.
$5,000
Ex W.J.Baker Collection, from Spink Australia Sale 34 (lot 1229).

810*
George V, proof-like Waitangi crown, 1935. Has been spot
lacquered on the obverse, toned nearly FDC and rare.
$4,500
Ex W.J.Baker Collection, from Spink Noble Sale 35 (lot 238).

808*
George V, Waitangi proof set, 1935, crown, halfcrown, florin,
shilling, sixpence and threepence. All brilliant proofs with
original plush case of issue, FDC and rare. (6)
$12,000

811*
George V, Waitangi crown, 1935. Slight contact left obverse
field, otherwise choice and proof-like uncirculated.
$4,500

Each coin in a slab by PCGS as PR65, 66, 65, 66, 65, 66.
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part

814*
George V - Elizabeth II, shillings, 1933, 1935, 1937, 1941,
1943, 1946, 1947, 1953, 1956-60. Good extremely fine
- choice uncirculated. (13)
$400

part

812*
George V - George VI, florin, 1933, 1937, 1941, 1946, 1950
and 1951. Uncirculated - choice uncirculated. (6)
$600

The first ex W.H.Lampard Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 78B (lot
3854), second from Mowbray Sale October 2014 (lot 27), third from Status
Sale October 2008, fifth from Status Sale October 2010 (lot 5136), last three
ex Noble Numismatics Sale 89 (lot 1312).

First ex W.H.Lampard Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 78B (lot 3873),
others ex Noble Numismatics Sales 85-7, 94, the 1950 from Eccles.

813*
George V, proof florin, 1935. FDC.
$750
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 89 (lot 1284).

lot 815
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815*
George V - George VI, sixpences, 1934, 1936, 1939, 1943,
1944. Uncirculated. (5)
$500
All but 1939 ex Noble Numismatics Sale 103 (lots 857, 899, 900).

819*
George VI, florin, 1944. Toned uncirculated.
$300
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94 (lot 1162).

part

816*
George V - George VI, threepences, 1933, 1934, 1936,
1940, 1941, 1945, 1946, 1950 and 1952. Uncirculated or
better. (9)
$350

820*
George VI, florin, 1945. Choice uncirculated.
$200
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94 (lot 1169).

The 1933, 1941 ex W.H.Lampard Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 78B
(lots 3900, 4), 1940 ex Noble Numismatics Sale 85 (lot 827).

817*
George V, threepence, 1935. Abrasive marks in obverse
field, very fine.
$120

821*
George VI, florin, 1946, flat back. Nearly uncirculated.
$200
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94 (lot 1186).

part

822*
George VI, florins, 1947 and 1948. Nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$300

818*
George VI, halfcrowns, 1937, 1940 Centennial, 1945, 1950
die I, die II. Good extremely fine - uncirculated. (5)
$350

First ex Noble Numismatics Sale 85 (lot 1970).

First, fourth and fifth ex W.H.Lampard Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale
78B (lots 3858, 3866), third ex Noble Nuismatics Sale 94 (lot 1106).
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823*
George VI, shilling, 1940. Uncirculated.
$300
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 89 (lot 1309).

part

827*
George VI - Elizabeth II, sixpences, 1951, 1953, 1954 and
1957. Uncirculated. (4)
$100
The 1954 ex November 1981 Eccles auction, other from P.Eccles in April
and June 1981.

828*
Elizabeth II, sixpence, 1957, strapless. Good extremely
fine.
$200

824*
George VI, shilling, 1942 broken back; Elizabeth II, shilling,
1958 broken back. Extremely fine; uncirculated. (2)
$250
First ex W.H.Lampard Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 78B.

829*
George VI, threepence, 1942 no dot. Good extremely fine.
$400
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 87 (lot 288).

825*
George VI, sixpence, 1940. Attractive, uncirculated.
$150
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 85 (lot 827 part).

part

830*
George VI, pennies, 1940, 1943, 1947, 1949, 1951 and
1952. All nearly full mint red, uncirculated. (6)
$240

826*
George VI, sixpences, 1948 and 1950. Uncirculated. (2)
$350
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 89 (lots 1324, 1325).

The second ex W.H.Lampard Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 78B
(lot 3911).
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835
Elizabeth II, pennies, 1953, 1955-8. Full mint red,
uncirculated. (5)
$100
836
Elizabeth II, proof set, 1953. In case of issue, nearly FDC.
$100
837
George VI - Elizabeth II, crowns, 1949, 1953, 1953 proof;
halfcrowns, 1934, 1937, 1940 Centennial, 1947, 1950, 1953;
florins, 1934, 1937, 1947, 1951, 1953; shillings, 1935, 1937,
1947, 1953 proof; sixpence, 1933, 1934, 1943, 1947, 1950,
1953 proof; threepence, 1934 (2), 1946, 1947, 1952, 1953
proof; pennies, 1944, 1952, 1955; halfpennies, 1947, 1952,
1953 proof, all in 2x2 holders. Very fine - FDC. (37)
$600

831*
George VI, penny, 1941. Full blazing mint red,
uncirculated.
$100
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 89 (lot 1334).

832
George VI, pennies, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944 (2) and
1945 (burnished); Elizabeth II, halfpenny, 1954. Nearly
uncirculated - choice uncirculated. (7)
$300

838
Elizabeth II, Bahamas, obverse mule two cents (1967), fifty
cents, 1969, specimen issue, 1969, 1994 (bimetal), ten cents
proof 1967; one dollar, 1967, 1969, 1972, proof 1975; proof
two dollars, 1995, mint sets 1965, 1993, 2001, five cents set,
1990, proof sets, 1982, 1986, in holders, the first in a slab
by NGC as MS64RB. Uncirculated - FDC. (16)
$250

Each in a slab by PCGS as MS64RD, all RD except fifth MS65RB, sixth
AU55 and last MNL detail spot removed.

839
Elizabeth II, proof silver one dollars, 1980-1983, 1985; mint
sets, 1963, 1964, 1965 (4), 1967 (4), 1968 (4), 1990; mint
one dollars, 1969-1990 (37); Kiwi Dollar Collection (set
of four) 1990. In packs and cases of issue with certificates,
uncirculated - FDC. (58)
$140
Ex Dr Gordon C.Shortland Collection.

840
Elizabeth II, proof sets, a variety from 1969 to 1992 (24);
mint five dollars, 1992; proof silver one dollars, a variety
from 1973 to 1990 (22); mint one dollars, 1986 (8), 1990
(2). In packs and cases of issue with certificates, uncirculated
- FDC. (57)
$200
841
Elizabeth II, mint set, 2005; proof silver twenty dollars,
Salute to Bravery 1995 (2), Celebration of Maori Language
(piedfort) 1995 (2). In packs and cases of issue with
certificates, uncirculated - FDC. (5)
$100

part

833*
George VI - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, 1940, 1941, 1945,
1947, 1949, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955. Full mint red,
uncirculated. (9)
$300
The 1945 ex W.H.Lampard Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 78B (lot
3919) and the 1954 ex Noble Numismatics Sale 95A (lot 967).

842*
Elizabeth II, Lord of the Rings, proof gold ten dollars, 2003
The Ring of Power. In case of issue with certificate number
0002, FDC.
$1,750

834*
George VI, halfpenny, 1942. Red, uncirculated.
$150
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 95A (lot 960).
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843
George V - Elizabeth II, 1933-1965, various issues, including
Centennial halfcrowns 1940 (5); crown 1949, also Fiji,
florins and shillings 1934, 1936, and New Guinea, Edward
VIII, pennies, 1936 (2). Fair - uncirculated. (40)
$300

846
Numismatic Society of New Zealand, Lord Bledisloe medal,
1935 in bronze (51mm); Centennial in silver (38mm)
and bronze (2) (38mm) (M.1935/1, 1940/1). Toned and
uncirculated. (4)
$200
Ex W.J.Baker Collection, from Spink Australia Sale 31 (lot 443).

part

844*
Edward VIII, fantasy medallic crowns, undated (1937),
issued 2012 in nickel silver, aluminium, piedfort copper,
piedfort silver coated, piedfort gold coated (38mm), all
plain edge, obverse, head of Edward VIII left by DRG
(D.R.Golder), reverse, map of New Zealand, sailing ship
and compass, issued by International Numismatic Agencies.
Proof-like uncirculated. (5)
$50
Ex Ian McCutcheon Collection.

847*
Royal Humane Society of New Zealand Silver Medal,
(1913), type 2 (O&D.126), with suspender, reverse inscribed,
'Awarded To John Cross In Recognition Of A Conspicuous
Act Of Bravery 1913'. Toned, very fine.
$800
RHS of NZ Case Number 360 - John Cross, John Sanderson, James Glasgow,
Thomas Cairns, James Ashley - Silver Medals - On 18 February 1913 at
Paekakariki, Frank Malcolm, James Ginanne and Walter Pengally were out
fishing in a small boat, and when attempting to return and escape a big swell
which had come up, the boat capsized and all three went into the water;
Pengally failed to reach the boat and was drowned; the other two clung
to the overturned boat. For fully 40 minutes John Cross, John Sanderson,
James Glasgow, Thomas Cairns and James Ashley, made repeated attempts
to reach the ones in difficulty, and after some time succeeded in getting
them safely to shore.

845*
ANZAC & C.D.C. Queen No 4, undated, in copper (24mm)
(M.A/2), with suspension loop, blank reverse inscribed,
'To/Captain/Hardham/11/661/Jan 1917/C.D.C.'. Many
contact marks and some obverse lettering worn and a bend
at bottom edge, obviously from being worn as a fob, good
but rare and unique.
$200

With research.

Captain William J.Hardham VC was Commandant of Queen Mary Hospital,
Hanmer Springs in the Canterbury region of New Zealand. Captain
Hardham was awarded the VC in the Boer War, he was then wounded at
Gallipoli in WWI and upon his return to New Zealand he was appointed
Commandant (June 1916 - September 1917) of the Queen Mary (soldiers'
convalescent) Hospital at Hanmer Springs. While there he requested from
the C.D.C. (Citizens' Defence Corps) some tennis balls, racquets and golf
balls for use by the recuperating hospital patients. When these arrived the
above inscribed C.D.C. medal was included. The number 11/661 is Captain
Hardham's WWI service number. There is no post-nominal for his VC but
apparently he did not like using this so it was probably omitted as a mark of
respect. The Queen No 4 on the medal is probably a reference to the Soldiers'
Queen Carnival Committee of the C.D.C. and No 4 was one of its units at
Fendalton, Christchurch. Mrs George Heaton Rhodes was a representative
of the C.D.C. for the committee at Fendalton.
With extensive research.
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December 1878 from New Zealand. His father, Thomas Bell, had dreams of
claiming Sunday Island as his own after farming and occupying it for several
years but with the impending colonisation by Germany, the New Zealand
Government requested Britain to lay claim to the island. They did this on
31 July 1886 and despite the protests by Thomas Bell, who laid claim to the
island, the Kermadacs became part of the British Empire. He was allocated
some land on the island to farm and despite claims of his title to the island
due to his pioneering efforts and many legal appeals over the course of several
years, his claim was never recognised.
Roy Bell went on to become a scientific collector for Gregory Matthews,
an author of Birds of Australasia, from c1910 and took up residence at
Norfolk Island. He served in WWI listing his birthplace as Sunday Island
and his occupation as a taxidermist. Part of his service included time as 2/Air
Mechanic with 3 Sqn Australian Flying Corps from March 1917. On his
return to Australia in January 1919 he was discharged as medically unfit. He
served again in WWII enlisting on 13 December 1941 at Norfolk Island with
the stated occupation of photographer. He served with the Norfolk Island
Infantry Detachment until discharged on 19 March 1942 as medically unfit.
One of Roy's photographs of Ball Bay was used on the first issue of Norfolk
Island stamps. He died on 28 March 1966 at Norfolk Island.
W.L.Wallace was born in Tasmania and later moved to New Zealand.
He became friends with Roy Bell after they met when Wallace served on
the 1908 Kermadec Islands Expedition. During this expedition, Wallace
discovered on Raoul Island a rare Saprosites Raoulensis, a species of dung
beatle endemic to the Kermadecs. This specimen he collected is held at the
Auckland Museum.
Together with extensive research including military service records for Roy
Bell.

848*
Royal Humane Society of New Zealand Bronze Medal,
(1967), type 2 (O&D.126), with ribbon brooch bar, reverse
inscribed, 'Awarded to Lynette S.Knight for an act of bravery
on 17th January 1967'. Some light oxidation on reverse,
otherwise very fine.
$500
RHS of NZ Case Number 1231 - Lynette Shirley Knight - Bronze Medal
- On 17 January 1967, four men were swimming in the Pomahaka River,
two miles from Tapanui when one of them dived into a waterhole fifteen feet
deep. When he did not surface a companion tried to rescue him but could not
reach the bottom. Lynette Shirley Knight, 14, who had been swimming earlier,
dived into the river and with difficulty brought the man to the surface. Other
bystanders applied resuscitation and he subsequently recovered in hospital.
The area of the river is described as dangerous with jagged rock edges, and
Miss Knight, who was exhausted after her efforts, showed courage and great
determination in effecting this rescue and saving life.
With copy of RHS of NZ 1968 Annual Report showing details of award to
Lynette Shirley Knight.

part

850*
Edward VIII, 50th Anniversary of Abdication, 1986, in
aluminium, gilt aluminium, coppered aluminium, antiqued
bronze, gilt bronze, and silver (51mm) (G.MM13.1a-f;
M&P.1986/5) (6), by Leon G.Morel; another similar design
in stamped wood (51mm) (2, one in blue and one in red ink,
the first upset 180 degrees and the second only slightly upset)
(not listed in Giordano), by Leon G.Morel. In small brown
envelopes of issue, the second and fourth with discolouration
or heavy toning, otherwise uncirculated. (8)
$50

849*
Presentation cane mount, undated, in silver (24mm diameter,
22mm high), two holes on one side for affixing to cane and
on the other side is inscribed, 'W.L.Wallace/from/R.S.Bell/
Sunday Island/Kermadecs'. Good very fine, historic and
unique.
$200
Raoul (Roy) Sunday Bell was born 19 February 1882 on Sunday (Raoul)
Island, the largest of the Kermadec Islands. His parents had moved there in

Ex Ian McCutcheon Collection.
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AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND TOKENS

part

857*
Licensed Victuallers Association, Auckland pennies, 1871
(A.326-8) (3); Mason Struthers & Co., Christchurch penny,
undated (A.355); McCaul, George, Grahamstown penny,
1874 (A.359); Merrington, J. M. & Co., Nelson penny,
undated (A.363). Nearly very fine - nearly extremely fine.
(6)
$180

851*
Anderson's, D., Wellington halfpenny, undated (A.10). Edge
bumps, otherwise good very fine.
$200
852
Barley, Charles, C., Auckland penny, 1858 (A.27); Beath,
G. L., & Co., Christchurch pennies, undated (A.32, 36, 38);
Brown and Duthie, New Plymouth or Taranaki penny, 1866,
(A.50); Caro, J. & Co., Christchurch penny, undated (A.62);
Clarkson, S., Christchurch penny, 1875 (A.67); Clarkson and
Turnbull, Timaru penny, 1865 (A.69); Coombes, Samuel,
Auckland penny, undated (A.76). Nearly very fine - good
very fine. (9)
$350
853
Day & Mieville, Dunedin penny, 1857 (A.98); De Carle, E.
& Co., Dunedin penny, 1862 (A.102); Gilmour, John, New
Plymouth penny, undated (A.143); Hobday & Joberns,
Christchurch penny, undated (A.253); Hurley, J & Co.,
Wanganui penny and halfpenny, undated (A.276. 277);
Kirkcaldie & Stains, Wellington penny and halfpenny,
undated (A.311, 312). Nearly very fine - good very fine.
(8)
$240

858*
Mears, J.W., Wellington halfpenny, undated (A.362). Very
fine.
$400
859
Milner & Thompson, Christchurch pennies, 1881 and
undated (A.376, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 382, 383). Very
fine - good very fine. (8)
$200

854
Hide & De Carle, Melbourne penny, 1857 (A.227 upset);
Lipscombe, H., Hobart Town penny, undated (A.329);
countermarked Wilson Engraver 390 Pitt Street, also
Holloway Professor London penny, 1858, with same
countermark. Very good - good fine. (3)
$100
part

860*
Perkins & Co., Dunedin halfpenny, undated (A.436); Pratt,
William, Christchurch penny, undated (A.443); Smith,
S. Hague, Auckland penny, undated (A.475, L.341e);
Somerville, M., Auckland pennies, 1857 (A.499, 500),
Union Bakery & Co., Christchurch penny, undated (A.588);
United Services Hotel, Auckland pennies, 1874 (A.590, 591);
Wallace, James, Wellington penny, 1859 (A.592); Waters,
Edward, Auckland penny, undated (A.610). Good fine good very fine. (10)
$300

855*
Iredale & Co., Sydney penny, undated (A.292). Red and
brown, choice uncirculated, very rare in this condition and
one of the finest known.
$550

861
Toogood, A., Sydney penny, 1855 (A.587). Good very
fine.
$50

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 96 (lot 871) Ranald Hill Collection.

856
Licensed Victuallers Association, Auckland penny, 1871
(A.326). Brown and red, uncirculated, rare in this state.
$300
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866*
Eden Manly, two shillings, undated (c1911-14), in bronze
(25mm). Good very fine and rare.
$150
Eden Gardens at Manly in Sydney, NSW commenced operating at the start of
1911 on the corner of Wentworth Street and South Steyne (on the southeast
corner). It was an open air/under canvas venue for stage acts and music,
where one could partake of delicious Neapolitan ices or sip coffee, during
the summer months. It was closed during winter. Sometime soon after WWI
it became known as the Paris Gardens.

862*
Hogarth & Erichsen, Sydney silver threepence, 1860 (A.691).
Die axis upset by 180 degrees, dark grey blue tone, extremely
fine.
$480

867
Milk and cream checks, as printed card wads (22); casino
chips in plastic (8) and metal (10). Very fine - uncirculated.
(40)
$50

Ex Downies Sale 274 (lot 771) and Noble Numismatics Sale 99 (lot
1026).

863
New Zealand issues as per Andrew's numbers, each
attributed with Lampard's numbers in a 2x2 box (A.7, 9,
19-23(2), 27(2), 32, 64, 65, 66, 68, 77, 98(3), 101, 102,
142(2), 149(2), 152, 161, 164(2), 165, 172, 249, 276, 308,
322, 326, 354, 355, 359, 363, 378, 381, 382, 387, 435,
448, 452, 470, 478, 497, 498(2), 591, 509, 660, 666, 672).
Several holed or damaged, fair - nearly very fine. (59)
$900

Ex Alexander Collection.

MISCELLANEOUS
868
Coin case, Abafil, Milano three tray coin case in two levels,
each tray arranged in squares, tray 1 and 2 are small trays
each with 3x5 squares, tray 3, 5x7 squares, available to hold
in all 65 coins. As new.
$150

MISCELLANEOUS TOKENS & CHECKS

869
Lighthouse, six tray lockable metal and plastic coin carrying
case. Some dents.
$50
870
Coin albums, pre-used, German plastic page album, press-in
album, envelopes, all in a large carton. Fair - fine. (approx
50)
$50

864*
Keeling Cocos Islands, J.S.Clunies Ross, bone or ivory token
for one rupee, 1910, serial No.1136 (1913). Very fine and
rare.
$200

871
Sovereign case, gold plated, mint jeweller's copy sovereign
in 22 carat gold, Jubilee head, Melbourne mint, but dated
1895. Extremely fine. (2)
$500
872
Japan, gold one yen, 1871, set into studs. Extremely fine.
(2)
$300
873
Hungary, one hundred korona, 1908KB, restrike, set in 9
carat gold surrounded by claw mount (40.85g). Extremely
fine.
$1,900

865*
Commonwealth of Australia, World War II, Internment
Camps, shilling and threepence. Toned extremely fine. (2)
$150
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878*
Gold nuggets, nine small alluvial nuggets (tot wt 15.4g).
Very fine. (9)
$650

874*
Mexico, gold two and a half pesos, 1945 set into a coiled
rope clip frame tested as 14ct (coin 2.08g + frame 4.18g),
attached to a gold necklace tested as 18ct (10.05g; 48cm),
with replacement 9ct gold securing clip. Necklace securing
clip broken, otherwise good very fine.
$550

879*
China, Hong Kong, ingot for one tael weight, in fine gold
(37.94g). Extremely fine.
$2,000

875
USA, Morgan silver dollar, 1884 gold plated and suspended
from a 9ct gold rope necklace (tot wt 30.47g [coin 26.73g;
necklace 3.74g; 49cm]). The coin with a few scratches and
subsequent loss of plating, fine, the necklace extremely fine.
(2 )
$90

880
China, Hong Kong, ingot for one tael, in fine gold (37.94g),
die stamped both sides like the previous. Extremely fine.
$2,000

881*
China, Hong Kong, ingot for one tael, in fine gold (37.94g),
stamped 1000 and Chinese characters. Extremely fine.
$2,000

876*
South Africa, ZAR, Paul Kruger, two and a half shillings,
1897, with enamelled reverse in two colours and set within
brooch mount. Good very fine.
$100

882
China, Hong Kong, ingot for one tael, in fine gold (37.94g),
stamped 1000. Extremely fine.
$2,000

877
Ancient Greece, Amphipolis tetradrachm, a silver replica,
features obverse with Apollo three-quarters facing and on
the reverse, a raised frame containing a race-torch, coin with
suspension loop and attached neck chain, possibly silver;
two matching brooch bars in the style of Ottoman shamshir
swords, silvered (8.1cm long), with chains between handles
and scabbards (one of these chains broken); Alexandria in
Egypt, Claudius II 'Gothicus' small bronze, 268-269AD, set
into a gold frame (tested as 14ct), with suspension loop, the
coin with some oxidation and a pierced hole at right edge.
Defects as indicated, otherwise very good - very fine. (4)
$120

883*
Gold ingot, 5.02oz 999.8F, by Geomin, (Australia).
Extremely fine.
$9,000
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884*
Ingot, .183 fine gold as assigned by the Kalgoorlie
Metallurgical Laboratory 27th June 1984 (gross weight
472.4g), bar no.1340, certificate no.8713. Fine.
$4,000

885*
Platinum ingot, 2.031oz 999 fine by Harrington. Nearly
uncirculated.
$2,000
886
Platinum ingot, 2.029oz, 999 fine by Harrington. Nearly
uncirculated.
$2,000
887
Harringtons RHA, fine silver 999 bar, 50 ounces (1.560kg).
Extremely fine.
$1,000
888
Harringtons RHA, fine silver 999 bar, 50 ounces (1.560kg).
Extremely fine.
$1,000
889
Perth Mint, fine silver 999 bar, 49.85 ounces (1.555kg), No.
5293. Extremely fine.
$1,000

892*
Gent's silver pocket watch, Fontac, London (signed), c1795,
back key wind, key included, white enamel dial with black
Roman numerals and outer Arabic numerals in five minute
intervals, gold indicator hands, the 2-piece hinged case
engraved with a dog, a fence, trees, foliage and two 'love'
birds in flight all within a bead-and-reel and ribbon woven
trailing foliage borders, works cover inscribed, 'J.Betts/Jan'y
2nd/1837' and at bottom outside edge of back of case also
inscribed, 'Jn Betts'. Small chip in top edge of glass cover,
in working order, very fine.
$500

890
Perth Mint, fine silver 999 bar, 50.19 ounces (1.565kg), No.
2031. Extremely fine.
$1,000

part

891*
Natural Topaz rough, a variety of rocks ranging in size from
about 1cm to 4cm, mostly clear colour and a few other small
pieces in purple including some relatively smooth pieces and
one other smooth stone in multi colours, a total of 115 pieces
found in Nigeria in the 1940s. Very good. (115)
$200
81

893*
Gent's half hunter pocket watch, Omega, plain case in gold
(18ct; tot wt 68.01g), top wind, white dial with gold hands,
black Arabic numerals and on outside are red Arabic PM
numerals 13-24, with subsidiary seconds dial with black
Arabic numerals, in a small brown soft hide pouch. In
working order and apart from some hairlines on the back
is in excellent condition, extremely fine.
$500

895*
Gent's wristwatch, Rolex Aqua, c1940s, manual wind, gold
case and back (31mm), Rolex signed cream metal dial with
subsidiary blue seconds hand, red enamel hour and minute
hands, gold Arabic numerals, old faux leather bracelet. In
working condition but not tested for accuracy, fine and
rare.
$800

896
Gent's wristwatch, Omega automatic, Geneve, day/date,
c1970s, stainless steel, automatic, sweep seconds hand, black
metal dial with baton numerals and hands, day and date
window at 3 o'clock, Omega snap back stainless bracelet;
also, D'Mario, gents quartz watch c1990s. The first in
working order but not tested for accuracy, the second not
operational. (2)
$120

897
Wristwatches, mainly battery operated, includes Movado
stainless steel mechanical c1940s. Fair - fine. (14)
$100

894*
Gent's wristwatch, vintage Vacheron & Constantin, manual
wind, 18ct yellow gold case, white dial, gold hands and baton
numerals, gold sweep seconds hand, with ZRF calf leather
black band (tot wt 34g). In running order and appears to
be accurate, glass scuffed and with a small crack at edge,
case needs buffing to remove scuff marks, otherwise very
fine and a scarce maker.
$2,000
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900*
Dunhill cigarette lighter, gas type with gold plated machine
turned case (64cm high), name of maker on the base, made
in Switzerland, purchased new in original case and with
instruction booklet printed in September 1970. Case and
booklet with foxing, lighter extremely fine.
$100

898*
Ladies makeup compact, gold, .750 fine, initial S in relief on
lid, gross weight 205g. Very fine and unused.
$8,000

901*
Dupont cigarette lighter, gold plated with machine turned
case (H55xW37xD10mm), bottom with maker's mark and
marked, 'S.T.Dupont/Paris/Made in France/81BLH80'.
Extremely fine.
$100
899*
Gold cigarette case, by Dunhill, 18 carat (185g) made in
England, stamped Sydney for outlet. Very fine.
$4,000

902*
Gucci money clip, stainless steel with brown leather covering
marked at end 'Gucci' and the steel marked, 'Made In Italy'.
Good very fine.
$100
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903*
Chinese Fu tie bar, in sterling silver with gold plated Chinese
Fu character (symbol of good luck and good fortune) on
nacre background inset into a silver frame attached to silver
tie clip, marked 'Made in HK'; Hardy Bros Ltd hip flask,
in EPNS (12.5x9.5cm plus top piece with pourer), stamped
on base for maker with their name and mark, engraved on
one side with initials, 'JL'; Gent's presentation quartz wrist
watch marked on dial for Ernst & Young, gold plated case,
white dial with black Roman numerals, black hands and
sweep second hand, with black leather wrist band (working
condition unknown as requires battery); also The Royal
Hong Kong Jockey Club Members' Enclosure pass 6706
for 1st Race Meeting 1966/67 First Day, punch cancelled
on edge; tickets c1966 for theatres in Hong Kong, includes
Queen's Theatre, Princess Theatre, and Theatre Royal, all
for Dress Circle and all with English and Chinese text and
all marked or stamped when used; menu c1966 in English
and Chinese text for Kingsland Restaurant & Night Club,
Kowloon, Hong Kong marked for Johnny Mathis Show;
Domaine du Mont d'Or, Sion (Field of Golden Mountain,
Switzerland) menu for Grand Hotel Europe, Lucerne
June 7th 1938 featuring various Australian related dishes
including Poddy Dodger Soup, Cane Cocky Potatoes, Bombe
Bradman, Cafe Kookaburra and Tea Koala to name a few.
The flask with many scuff and scratch marks, otherwise very
good - very fine. (9)
$50

906*
Ancient Greek God Zeus ring, in 18ct gold (35.72g), features
a heavy band and a large facing head of Zeus. Extremely
fine.
$1,400

907*
Gold ring, features a diamond-like stone (80pt) bezel set in the
centre with two grooves at the sides on the shank, hallmarked
by maker for 18ct gold (tot wt 5.32g). Under magnification
the stone is worn around the top edge, otherwise to the naked
eye it looks brilliant, good very fine.
$200

908*
Wax seal signet ring, in 14ct gold (7.1g), features one style
of the Rogers' family crest with motto, 'Noc Nostraque De'
(We and Ours to God), this is on top of the ring in reverse
and in relief so an impression can be made on paper or wax,
at each side on the shank is a spray of leaves, inside at the
top of the band is inscribed, 'N.E.S/1963'. Very fine.
$220

904
Vintage racehorse shirt studs, four studs with each featuring
a different coloured painting of a bridled racehorse's head
and these individually named as Kaffir Chief, Pille, San Rogue
and Saucy, set in a rolled rose gold circular frame (14mm),
reverse marked with crossed swords and the name 'Sword
Maker' and 'Made in England', stored in an antique fitted
flip-lid box. Good very fine. (4)
$50

909*
Wax seal signet ring, in 18ct gold (10.93g), features one
style of the Farrington family crest with motto 'Le Bon
Temp Viendra' (The Good Time Will Come), this is on the
top of the ring in reverse and in relief so an impression can
be made on paper or wax. Band shaped to wearer's finger,
otherwise fine.
$400

905*
Cameo mourning brooch, gold mounted helmet shell,
depicting a classical female figure set within a scrolled
surround with lock of hair insert to reverse, yellow gold,
unmarked, testing as 16ct and 18ct, total weight 25.8g. With
replacement pin and safety chain, very fine.
$1,200

910*
Diamond engagement ring, features an half carat brilliant cut
diamond bezel set into an 18ct white gold ring with fluting
to top section of shank (tot wt 2.22g), plus an 18ct white
gold plain wedding ring (3.18g). Very fine. (2)
$600
With small Bruce & Walsh box and their receipt for wedder.
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916*
Dress ring in silver, features a claw set piece of purplish lava
intaglio with ancient Roman archer. Good very fine.
$80

911*
Ladies dress ring, oval bluestone bezel set with flared bands
around and meeting at the shank, in 9ct gold (tot wt 5.43g).
Extremely fine.
$110

917*
Gent's ring in silver, a heavy band and at the top centre
features a bezel set piece of violet lava intaglio with ancient
depiction of a bull. Good very fine.
$80

912*
Ladies sapphire ring, in 9ct gold (tot wt 1.56g), features an
oval blue sapphire with two small diamonds at one side, all
claw set, and on the opposite side the band loops around
the central stone. Band a bit off centre as it is shaped to
the former wearer's finger, easily rectified, otherwise good
very fine.
$70
Together with a fashionable, clear acrylic flip-top ring case.

913*
Pearl ring and earrings set, in 9ct gold (tot wt 10.62g), the
ring features a single pearl in the centre of an open flower
and the earrings each feature a single pearl at the end of leaf,
all in rough textured style and the ring with a divided shank
at the mid-point. Very fine. (1 + set of 2)
$180

918*
Chain and cross, features a silver curb link chain (48cm),
with attached vintage hand-crafted silver Rosicrucian Cross
(18.5x39mm). Very fine. (2)
$50
919
Silver jewellery, includes baby torque bangle inscribed across
top 'Lily Elizabeth', and on the underside, '01.07.14' (.925;
4.43g); Figaro link bracelet (.925; 5.69g; 18cm); single,
large hollow earring for pierced ear in gold plated silver
(.925; 2.97g); wedding or friendship ring with textured
finish (.925; 7.38g); Austrian Maria Theresa restrike
silver taler, 1780X with scroll suspension for wearing as a
pendant (.833; 29.72g), tot wt (50.19g). Very fine - nearly
uncirculated. (5)
$50

914*
Cameo earrings, in 18ct gold (tot wt 4.96g), opposing bust
of female in white on brown background bezel set into an
oval frame seated on a larger base, suit unpierced ears. Very
fine. (set of 2)
$150

920
Ladies jewellery, includes 22ct gilded silver pendant featuring
a flower within a voided frame and claw set in the centre
is a genuine garnet (a jeweller's gift item together with the
original marketing brochure in 6 different languages); a
silver necklace (44cm) and matching bracelet (18cm) set, the
necklace with an attached pendant set with a small sapphire;
also an alluvial gold nugget (tot wt 1.22g), with flecks of
quartz throughout. Very fine - uncirculated. (5 pieces)
$60

915
Gold jewellery items, includes signet ring (4.21g), square
shape single earring for pierced ear (0.50g), and single earring
for pierced ear (0.67g), all in 9ct gold (tot wt 5.38g). The
last item damaged, the second with a few dents and the first
worn, overall poor - fine. (3)
$100
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926
Jewellery, miscellaneous selection of costume jewellery, silver
items, stone trinkets and two Tibetan coins. Very fine. (27)
$100

921
Various jewellery items, includes a pair of earrings for pierced
ears in 9ct white gold (2.92g); small dress ring with a rope
pattern design and a small sapphire claw set in centre, in
9ct gold (1.6g); a plain wedding ring in 18ct gold (1.43g);
three conjoined plain ring bands in 18ct white, yellow and
rose gold (5.65g); also a vintage oval amber pendant with a
fossilised scorpion inside, around the edge is a plain silver
band and at the top and bottom is a voided, decorative silver
design that includes a suspension loop (size excluding loop
36x60mm). The last repaired at the top suspension area and
scuffing to amber, the single wedding band shaped to wearer's
finger, otherwise very good - very fine. (5)
$350

927
Costume and other jewellery, non precious metal, including
chains with pendants, brooches, quartz ladies watches and a
St Christopher statuette in bronze. Fine - very fine. (20)
$50
928
Silver and enamel brooch, (21x31.5mm), in rectangular
shape of the letter 'O' with a leaf design at the mid-points
of the top, bottom and both sides, pin-back, hallmarked for
Birmingham 1969 by maker 'AJS' (Arthur Johnson Smith).
Uncirculated.
$50

922
Jewellery items, includes red jasper brooch in silver frame
(21.5x30mm); green nephrite drop earrings in silver settings,
for pierced ears; emerald cut smoky quartz stone (15x20mm);
bone necklace featuring a series of elephants standing on
a base with two small beads between each elephant (total
length 39cm); small open face gilt watch, Swiss made, with
gold dial and hands with Roman numerals, each in a bone
coloured frame, reverse machine turned and with floral
display in centre, manual wind, with silvered neck chain
(72cm), in working order. Good very fine - extremely fine.
(4 + pair)
$110
923
Jewellery items, includes silver curb link bracelet (13.74g;
22cm); Celtic Claddagh Promise ring in silver; pair of
earrings for pierced ears featuring a thin hook style with
a large diamond-like stone, tested and appears to be white
gold; silver pendant featuring a swivelling disc with unknown
text on both sides. Very fine. (3 + pair)
$80

929*
Gold necklace and pendant, belcher link chain (49cm) in
18ct gold with attached rough cast, stylised Star of David
pendant (tot wt 11.8g). Extremely fine. (2)
$450

924*
Tiffany & Co, sterling silver dog tag pendant (21.5x39mm),
milled edge, together with a silver belcher link necklace
(48cm). Toned, some hairlines, otherwise good very fine.
(2)
$120

930*
Gold necklace and pearl pendant, box link chain (43cm) in
14ct gold with attached pearl pendant with 14ct gold toppiece and suspension (tot wt 8.54g). Extremely fine. (2)
$250

925
Bracelets, bangles or sheets, made in sterling silver with
different sizes types and shapes, total weight approx 400g,
all in assorted packets. Fine. (lot)
$100
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931*
Gold necklace and pendant, curb link chain (45cm) in 18ct
gold with attached pendant (15x18mm with suspension
loop), this features a typical Belgian letterbox on one side
(tot wt 5.74g). Extremely fine. (2)
$200

935*
Chain and crucifix, features a silver serpentine link chain
(49mm), with attached Mother-of-Pearl crucifix (23x44mm),
with silver figure of Christ and the 'INRI' scroll above. The
chain toned, otherwise extremely fine. (2)
$100
932*
Gold necklace and pendant, belcher link chain (40cm) with
safety chain all in 18ct gold with attached gold heart frame
and encapsulated inside is a small (approx 3pt) diamond (tot
wt 3.56g), stored in a small velvet purse marked for 'Pascal
Morabito, Paris'. Extremely fine. (2)
$130

936
Gold chain, in 9ct (4.07g; 34cm), belcher style links with
lobster clasp. Broken in 4 places so needs rejoining by
jeweller, otherwise extremely fine.
$60
937
Silver souvenir teaspoons, some with enamel logos, includes
EIIR Coronation 1953, Grimsby, Brisbane, Isle of Wight,
Calgary, Daily Mail Empire Day Overseas Rifle Competition
(2) one undated, one 1908 (total weight 200g). Fine. (12)
$150

933
Gold necklace, curb link chain in 18ct gold (4.84g; 44cm).
Extremely fine.
$190
934
Gold necklace, curb link chain in 18ct gold (3.98g; 53cm).
Extremely fine.
$150

938*
Montblanc Meisterstuck writing set, includes a 4810 pen
with 14ct white gold nib, a ballpoint pen and a pencil, in
black with gold coloured fittings and a white decorative
top-piece, in an original Montblanc case. The set extremely
fine, the case fine.
$400
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939*
Gold tigers, possibly paper weights from Singapore, Chinese
script for fine gold stamped underneath, each weighs 35.95g
and 35.98g. Extremely fine. (2)
$4,000

943*
China, Chinese Warring States, (475 - 221 B.C.), bronze
hand mirror, 95mm, (112.82 g), round shape, decorated with
Chinese birds and clouds surrounding the central circle of
dots, centre piece an eyelet for holding and hanging. Light
brown patination with some earthen inclusions, very fine
example and rare.
$500

940
Romano-Celtic, bronze fibula, (c.1st century A.D.), of bow
form with twisted wire hinge, simple twisted design to shaft,
(length 60mm). Attractive green patina, intact and scarce.
$100
With detailed colector's description noting it was recovered from the
Ljubljanica river, Slovenia.

941
Romano-Celtic, bronze fibula, (c.1st century A.D.), of higharched form with wide hinge, length 30mm. Light green
patina, very fine, intact.
$80
With detailed collector's research noting that it was recovered from the
Ljubljanica river, Slovenia.

942
Roman, bronze legionnaire's fibula, (c.1st - 2nd century
A.D.), of heavy large bow form, circular design to shaft,
(length 75mm). Attractive green patina, intact and scarce.
$100
With collector's description indicating excavation in the Scheldt Valley,
Northern France, c.1898.

944*
China, attributed to the Song Dynasty, 'yingqing' wine pot,
vase shaped body with flared rim, curved spout and handle,
exterior glazed in a cream and grey mottled tone, 155mm
high, 90mm wide. Some cracks and chips, otherwise very
fine and rare.
$1,200
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947*
China, Qing Dynasty, QianLong period, (1735 - 1796), finely
potted porcelain bowl, having a deeply curved body with
a straight rim, raised on a concave foot base, the exterior
decorated with fruiting ripe pomegranates, lychees and
peaches against a clean white background, QianLong six
characters reign mark on base, in underglaze blue (150mm
x 76mm). Extremely fine and scarce.
$3,000

945*
China, possibly Song Dynasty, green glazed celadon bowl, of
scalloped form with twelve sections, cloud formation design
at centre, base unglazed. A few minor rim chips, otherwise
very fine.
$1,000

948*
China, late Qing - early Republic period, bronze and enamel
lidded fan shaped box, decorated with tree and floral motifs,
background filled in blue and two lines of characters, 110mm
wide. Very fine.
$1,000

946*
China, possibly Ming Dynasty, bronze figure of the mythical
beast Qilin, seated with hind legs bent and front paws
upright, the body engraved with geoemetric patterns,
(135mm high x 95 mm long). Toned, very fine.
$500
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951*
China, 19th century, blue and white lidded vase of bulbous
form, decorated all over with maritime and scholarly scene,
signed at base, (185mm high). Very fine.
$1,500

949*
China, 19th century, late Qing dynasty, gold cup, tests as
16 carat by XRF analysis, of scalloped circular form, with
circular handle and thumb piece, decorated with hunting
scenes and scholars conversing, (96 mm wide x 44 mm high,
132.89 g). Toned, very fine and rare.
$5,000

950*
China, Qing Dynasty, blue and white dish, Kangxi period,
depicting scholars in a garden scene, 145mm diameter, signed
at base. Extremely fine with no cracks.
$350

952*
China, 19th century, decorative imari plate, central floral
pattern with surrounding clouds, outside decorated with
polychrome maritime motifs of shells, fish and seaweed,
(225mm diameter). Extremely fine.
$2,200
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955*
China, Qing dynasty, jade carving fashioned as a Ram
group, in the motif of San Yang Kai Tai, one mature and
two younger Rams joined with clouds, finely carved in light
brown and milky jade, 50mm wide. Extremely fine.
$600

953*
China, late 19th century, double gourd vase in light blue
background, decorated with flowering trees and birds, signed
to base, (245mm high). Extremely fine and rare.
$1,200

956*
China, 19th cetury, reclining buddha with guardian lion, in
cream and black streaked jade, (11.5cm long x 8cm high).
Extremely fine and rare.
$1,200

954
China, late 19th century, blue and white vase of elongated
form, depicting scholars discussing matters in a grove,
(310mm high). Extremely fine in custom box.
$800

957*
China, carved jade bangle, (20th century), bright green and
milky green colour, 83 mm wide. Extremely fine.
$400
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958
China, 20th century, green jade bangles, two with gold
coloured opening clasps, one solid green jade; bone bangle
with metal clasps and central onyx stone, bone bangle with
hinged clasp. Very fine. (5)
$100

961*
China, late 19th century, brass incense pot, of squat form
with pierced lid, inscribed character mark at base, (42mm
wide). Very fine.
$200
962
China, carved ivory or bone, knife or sword handles all with
detailed figurative scenes, all of 20th century manufacture.
Fine - very fine. (4)
$100

959*
China, late 19th - early 20th century, gilt bronze Sino Tibetan
Bodhisattva, seated on a double lotus throne, adorned with an
elaborate headress, floral disk earrings and necklace, Chinese
script atop the lotus throne, the copper base engraved with
a vajra bolt symbol stamp, (270mm high x 200mm wide).
Extremely fine with minimal gilding loss, rare.
$16,000

960
China, 20th century, heavy bronze pen rest, cast as an oval
leaf with incised detail, central character mark, (115mm
eide). Very fine and scarce.
$350

963*
China, late 19th century, fossil (mammoth) ivory carving,
depicting a fully enrobed bearded scholar in a contented
sleeping position, (110 mm high), signed to base. Toned,
very fine.
$350
The mammoth ivory used in this piece dates from c.10,000 B.C.

964
China, early 20th century, pair of ivory boxes, circular
shape, lids decorated with rural scenes of trees, rocks and
mountains, sides decorated with similar motifs, both signed
in extremely small Chinese script, (57mm and 49mm wide,
both 40mm high). Toning, very fine, the smaller box with a
naturally occuring split in the lid that has been incorporated
into the design. (2)
$100

lot 961
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965
China and Africa, (late 19th and 20th century), selection of
bone, ivory and faux ivory pieces including guardian lion
pair, bangle, letter opener, puzzle sphere, rings, decorative
items. Very fine. (28)
$200
966
China, 19th century, porcelain ink wells of squat bulbous
forms, in blue and white glaze with dragon motif to base,
50mm high. Very fine. (2)
$100

969*
China, early 20th century, blue and white enamelled metal
snuff bottle, of circular form, decorated with a scene of a
mother and child in a rural setting, stopper intact, (75mm
high). Extremely fine.
$350

967*
China, miniature rice harvesting basket in 0.900 silver
(36mm diameter), late 1800s, intricately patterned and
with small carrying handles at the sides, base with Chinese
hallmark; Israel, souvenir spoon in 0.800 fine silver, c191618 period, perhaps a WWI souvenir, features a spoon ladle
with a coloured scene of the Via Dolorosa (the street walked
by Jesus carrying the cross on the way to his crucifixion),
at the end of the handle is a Jerusalem cross with enamel
features on both sides. Very fine. (2)
$70

970*
China, mid 20th century, stoneware teapot in the form
of a tree log, the spout and handle formed as branches,
decorated with small animals, flowers and a brown/tan
colouring, 155mm wide, 75mm high, signed at base and
lid. Extremely fine.
$100
971*
Chinese 'Opium' scales (2), a type of steelyard scales, pan
diameter 132mm, with bone arm handle for balance for
the counterbalance, pan with many impressed markings
including date 14.5.1868, Chinese characters and other
numbered markings (probably certifying correctness in
weighing); a second example as a two pan balance known
as a money scales with 2 x 48mm pans and with a metal arm
supporting both pans and a pointer for balance; lot includes
2 stamped weights for the 'opium' scales. Very fine and both
very scarce. (2)
$100
Ex Patrick J.O'Rourke Collection.

968*
China, early 20th century, heavy porcelain Koi fish bowl
jardiniere, of bulbous form, decorated in polychrome with
various outdoor scenes including armed combat and kite
flying, signed to base, (280 mm x 145 mm). Very fine.
$800

972
Thailand, Northern Thailand, silver bracelets, Akha hill
tribe, twisted wire bracelet 85mm wide, weight (161 g),
(Opitz p.283 illustrated). Very fine.
$100
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974*
Postcards, Boer War and President Kruger, collection in a
small album, all undivided backs, including a woven silk
portrait of a seated President Kruger; patriotic types with
portraits of Boer leaders; map, flag, buildings associated
with Kruger; Kruger's trip to Europe, etc. Woven silk very
fine and rare, others generally fine. (29)
$200
975
Postcards, Australian States, mostly early period, Queensland,
including Toowoomba, Townsville (6); South Australia,
including early UB types, Adelaide streets and parks,
Naracoorte Caves, Victor Harbour (14); Tasmania, including
UB views, Hobart, Launceston (10); Victoria, including US
Fleet visit, wharf scenes, Fullwood paintings, Melbourne
animated street scenes, Geelong, Ballarat, Bright (19);
Western Australia, including State stamps with Perth view,
Coolgardie Condenser, Perth and Fremantle views, Mt.
Charlotte Reservoir (7). Generally fine. (56)
$200
976
Postcards, NSW collection in an album, all early period,
Sydney area including Fullwood paintings (2); early undivided
backs (2); street scenes and buildings including Pyrmont
Bridge, Central Railway, Redfern Station; harbour views
including Wooloomooloo, Cremorne, Double Bay, Lavender
Bay; beaches including Balmoral, Bronte, Bondi, Coogee,
Manly; Kuringai Chase (31); South Coast including Stanwell
Park, Coal Cliff, Botany Bay, La Perouse (10); Country views
including Armidale, Bowral, Bathurst, Broken Hill, Forbes,
Inverell, Katoomba Private Hospital and Boarding House;
Moree, Newcastle (16). Generally fine. (61)
$250

part

973*
Postcards, Australia, collection of better types in a small
album, including a WW1 embroidered silk with Australian
Commonwealth Military Forces badge and flags (4); Victorian
state stamps with St. Kilda view; Visit of United States Fleet
(2), also including Admiral Perry procession; Aboriginals,
including portraits and camp scenes, hunting, corroboree
(12); camel caravan; early settlers huts (3); farming scenes
including cattle, shearing, harvesting (12); paddle steamer
on the Murray; New Guinea, showing natives (4), birds of
paradise (2). Generally fine. (43)
$300

977
Postcards, large accumulation including 70 Australian,
mostly NSW views and buildings with some real photo types;
wide range of foreign views including Canada, Ceylon, etc.;
general greetings types including a large collection of early
European hand painted or decorated cards in a wide range
of styles; theatrical and glamour cards including 45 used
in Australia with stamps, children issues, a group of cards
showing early telephones in use. Generally fine, many early
undivided backs. (over 400)
$200
978
Postcards, embroidered silks, World War I period, patriotic
types with European and United States flags, large 1918
date, various family greeting types including sister, mother,
wife, sweetheart with attractive designs featuring flowers,
birds, butterfly made of flags. Generally very fine without
the usual foxing. (34)
$200
979
Postcards, shipping, mostly early period ocean liners from
a wide range of companies including White Star, Cunard,
etc.; European ships in Le Havre and other harbours; range
of USA ships on rivers and harbours; Hands Across the Sea
types. Many used with stamps, mostly fine. (78)
$200

lot 974 part
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986
Sydney 2000 Olympics memorabilia, includes 2000 Olympic
Torch Relay pin album complete; Opening Ceremony
suitcase (2); Closing Ceremony esky (2); Olympic medallion
and pin booklet (3); Sydney 2000 Westpac Sponsor Olympic
Pins (set of nine); Sun Herald Olympic countdown pin
collection (set of six); Robert Timms Olympic cannister; also
Olympic cups (4), ponchos, handkerchief and scuffs (one
pair); Tupperware badge; Sydney Olympic Team medallions
(12); Olympic pins mostly with original cards and mostly
different (approx 100); Sydney 1956 Olympics, pins with
picture of different Olympians (12) and spoon; Other world
Olympic Games memorabilia, including pins from Beijing,
London and Nagano; medallions, Mexico (2), Montreal
(3), Moscow, and Los Angeles; cuff links, Tokyo. Mostly
uncirculated. (approx 170)
$150

980
France, souvenir postcard booklets of WWI 'After the
Bombardment' for Albert (20 cards), Dinant (12 cards), and
Reims (20), all cards b&w and in coloured and titled booklet
covers. Very fine. (3 booklets of cards)
$50
981
World postcards, post WWI and 1920s, includes issues
from Great Britain for London (79) and Regional cities
(40); Scotland (75); France (28); Italy (7); Netherlands (4);
Switzerland (51); Canada and USA (30); and mixed types
(9) including Christmas, many in colour but predominately
b&w, mostly unused with many of the issues from France
with date written on reverse. Mostly devoid of foxing, overall
good very fine - extremely fine. (323)
$180

Ex Dr Barrie Towers Collection.

987
Metal plaques, a variety from Germany between 19802003, some depicting scenes from beer festivals and others
of famous German buildings. Very fine. (12)
$50

982
Postcards, an extensive accumulation in albums (4) and
a box, mostly early 20th century with scenes from Great
Britain, France, other European countries and a few from
the East as well as a large group of social cards. Mostly very
good - fine. (100s)
$70

988
Australian Service Medals, series of thirty six replica medals,
(from Egypt Medal to Rhodesia Medal), and bars mounted
with images of the medal reverses and photographs of
Australian service personnel, glazed with custom frame,
(126cm x 94cm). Very fine.
$250

983
USA, Panama Souvenir Playing Cards Inaugural Edition,
issued by United States Playing Card Company, issued in
1908, 1910, 1915, 1923 and 1926, this is the 1915 issue
which coincided with the San Francisco Panama-Pacific
International Exposition of 1915, gold edged and features a
map card after completion of the Canal and each card depicts
a different scene during the construction of the Canal and
others from Panama, together with an explanation brochure
describing the scene on each card, stored in a slide-in holder.
Some wear to the card holder, otherwise very fine.
$50

989
Royal Air Force Police, Falkland Islands, souvenir metal map,
framed, also books Battle for the Falklands, Land, Naval and
Air Forces, 3 vols, Osprey; Weapons of the Falkland Conflict
by Bryan Perrett, 1982. Fine. (5)
$50
Ex B.M.Scott Collection.

990
Army badges, USA, (10) mounted on board with labelling;
Bank of NSW cheque and deposit books, 191-, 1917;
Adelaide Steamship shares, documents. Fair - extremely
fine. (approx 25)
$50

984
Phone Cards, selection in an album (200), also Marvel
comics collection cards in album (300). Extremely fine uncirculated. (approx 500)
$100

991
Muhammad Ali, hand written letter with envelope sent from
Muhammad Ali to an Australian friend in 1987, in wood
and glass frame (494x370mm). Fine.
$300

985
Olympic memorabilia, presented to an Australian Olympic
Official, includes material over three Olympic Games, in
particular Australian polo shirt, Australian cultural book,
video and commemorative bronze medallion, associated
with Sydney 2000 Victory Celebration Dinner 1993 as well
as Sydney 2000 opening and closing ceremony booklets;
also Atlantic 1996 Olympics green satchel containing
memorabilia including opening and closing ceremony
program, one silver and three bronze medallions, a flag of
the United States of America presented to an official at the
Atlantic 1996 Olympics; also Nagano 1998 Olympic banner
and opening ceremony booklet; Olympic pins, a variety
of pins from the Nagano, Atlanta, and Sydney Olympics
(approx 100). Uncirculated. (approx 116)
$150

992
Louis Auguste de Sainson (1800-1887), hand coloured
original lithograph, (c.1833), 'Aiguade de L'Astrolabe au
Port du Roi Georges. (Nelle. Hollande)', (480mm 390mm).
Very fine.
$200
993
Louis Auguste de Sainson (1800-1887), hand coloured
original lithograph, (c.1833), 'Vue de L'entree du port
Jackson. prise au pied du Phare. (Nouvelle Galles du Sud.)',
(480mm 390mm). Very fine.
$200
95

1000
English School, (late 19th century), pencil and coloured
crayon sketches of rural hunting scenes including hounds
and horses, (76cm x 58cm), framed. Fine with some foxing
and fading, one missing glazing. (4)
$100

1001
Harris, John, Blue Mountains scene with Village, late 20th
century, (81cm x 63cm), oil on board. Extremely fine.
$200

994*
Louis Auguste de Sainson (1800-1887), hand coloured
original lithograph, (c.1833), 'Vue des defrichemens au pied
de mont Wellington, Ile Van Diemen', (550mm x 410mm).
Very fine.
$200
995
Louis Auguste de Sainson (1800-1887), hand coloured
original lithograph, (c.1833), 'Vue De La Riviere Des
Francais au du Roi Georges a 4 Milles de son embouchure.
(Nouvelle Hollande)', (550mm x 410mm). Very fine.
$200

1002*
Ragless, Max, 'A Waterhole', mid-20th century, oil on board,
(90cm x 65cm), signed and framed. Very fine.
$300

996
Louis Auguste de Sainson (1800-1887), hand coloured
original lithograph, (c.1833), 'Observatoire De L'astrolabe'
(King George Sound, Albany), (550mm x 410mm). Very
fine.
$200
997
Framed lithographs of Australian scenes, (c.1860s-1870s),
including, Post Office Melbourne, from a photograph;
Gladstone Queensland, J.Carr; Natives of Carpentaria,
T.Baines; The Gwalor Plains, J.Carr; Mount Wellington
Tasmania, S.Prout; Baines River Northern Australia,
T.Baines; Courtyard, H.Cecil, mostly (31cm x 27cm). Very
fine. (7)
$200
998
Framed lithographs of Australian scenes, (c.1860s-1870s),
including, Broulee, New South Wales, S.Prout; Cape Schank,
Victoria, N.Chevalier; Night Scene in the Diggings, S.Prout;
Ballaarat(sic), Armytage; On The Plenty, Near Melbourne,
S.Prout; Captain James Cook, Ridley, (1803); Shed and
Cattle near Darlinghurst, Livingstone Hopkins, etching,
1891, mostly (31cm x 27cm). Very fine. (7)
$200

1003*
Solomon, Lance, Forest Country Kulnura, 1968, watercolour,
(78cm x 68cm), framed and signed. Very fine.
$300

999
Scott, Peter, 'Pintails on a Hazy Day', also 'Brent Geese in a
Mackerel Sky', 20th century, signed limited edition prints,
(74cm x 57cm and 82cm x 62cm), framed; Mitchell Library,
photograph of William Street, Sydney, 1890, (51cm x 43cm),
framed. Very fine, glazing broken on one Scott piece. (3)
$100
96

STAMPS
1006
Australian States, a small stock containing common issues
as duplicates including OS and T perf issues, also noted
a few KEVII duty stamps from NSW and Victoria. Used.
(approx 500)
$50

1007*
Australia, kangaroos, £1 grey, 3rd wmk. (SG 75) (illustrated);
10/-, 3rd wmk., damaged, (SG 43). Used. (2)
$100

1004*
Solomon, Lance, Bush Scene with shacks and yeoman,
(c.1940s), oil on board, (60cm x 55cm), framed. Very fine.
$250

1008*
Australia, kangaroos, £1 grey, 3rd wmk. (SG 75); 5/-, small
multiple wmk. (SG 111). Pound with a few short perfs,
otherwise used. (2)
$100

1005*
Painting, 'The Battle of the Cocos Islands' a watercolour
by Philip J.Gray, 62cm x 39cm, framed and glazed (90cm
x 89cm) in a metallic silver moulding, signed lower right.
Very fine.
$1,200

1009*
Australia, kangaroo £2, small multiple wmk. (SG 114).
Fine used.
$250

On the 9th November 1914 the Light Cruiser HMAS Sydney engaged the
German Light Cruiser SMS Emden within sight of the beach at the Cocos
(Keeling) Islands, immediately following an attempt by the Germans to
dismantle a communications post on the island. Up to then Emden had been
a commerce raider in the region under the command of Karl von Muller.
Muller opened fire first at long range and John Gossop commanding the
Sydney responded scoring several direct hits, effectively putting the Emden
out of action, killing and wounding many of her crew before Muller beached
the ship to save further loss of life. Sydney fire more shots at Emden when
she was attempting to beach.
The painting, one of a series of important historical maritime topics by this
artist is the culminatio of careful research. Gray's work has been collected by
enthusiasts of the maritime genre in Australia and Europe. Two of his pieces
are held in the Pictures Collection of the State Library of Victoria and others
are widely published inprint and through television media.

1010*
Australia, kangaroo £2, C of A wmk. (SG 138). Off centred
perfs, fine used.
$200
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1012
Australia, 1913-1980, collection in Seven Seas standard
album, sighted Roo's 1st wmk 2/-, C of A wmk £1 grey
(stained), £2 red & black (used), small range of GVR to
1/4d, 1937/05, range of mainly used and decimal issues,
fairly complete with mixed used and mint. Mint and used.
(100s)
$400
1013
Australia, 1913-1989 Seven Seas hingeless album, starting
with a few pre-decimal issues, the strength being in the
decimal which are fairly complete from 1970-1989. FV
$280. MUH. (100+)
$120
1014
Australia, KGV issues on album leaves, includes mint issues
from 1913, including OS O/P (5, mint), a few NWPI 1/2d to
5d, O/P 2d and 5d issues, various mint (37), two kangaroos
3d 1st wmk., 6d CofA, unsorted used 1d red on sheets (60),
other KGV to 1/4 used. Mint and used. (161)
$150
1015
Australia, collection housed in two Seven Seas hingeless
albums, pre-decimal collection, incomplete with mint and
used issues scattered throughout, a few from 1928, including
1932 1/- lyre bird fine mint (2) one O/P OS; others mostly
mint/MUH 1938 - 1965; decimal series about complete
appears mostly MUH, from 1966 - 1983, also includes
AAT 1965-1980s on Hagner sheet. MUH, mint and used.
(several 100)
$100

part

1011*
Australia, part 1 of a superb collection, housed in a
Lighthouse ring binder album in slip-case, fitted with
blank album pages all carefully written up, with complete
coverage of the period 1913 - 1983, kangaroos 1st wmk to
10/- (10/- illustrated MUH) and Specimen set 10/- to £2 (£2
illustrated); 2nd wmk. to 2/-; 3rd wmk. to 5/- with specimens
10/- (2, type B & C O/P); £1 (4 different) including type B
grey (illustrated); £2 (2, type B & C O/P; small multiple to
5/- , 10/- and £2 specimens, C of A to £1, specimens 10/- (2
type C & D), £1 and £2; KG V issues complete for wmks,
colours, perfs and papers, with some extra shades, include
1d red die 1 and 2 pair (die 2 mint only), die III MUH;
noted a 4 1/2d CTO small mult. redrawn die; KGV OS O/P
complete; commens include 3d kooka M/S, perf OS issues
and O/P OS issues from K/Smith, 1914 6d kooka MUH;
1/- lyre bird both shades MUH and OS fine used; 5/- bridge
MUH (illustrated); KGVI complete including all shades of
3d blue (noted white wattles and die 1a), robes complete for
papers and shades, also 10/- and £1 specimens (illustrated),
coil pairs include 2d red (SG 184a) MUH and booklet pane;
2 1/2d peace no wmk. block of 4 (ACSC 236a); arms set to
£2 and similar specimen set; QEII sets include navigators to
£2, both papers, specimen sets with extras for O/P position
and size of O/P; BCOF set with papers and O/P type; QEII
decimal paper O/P size variation for specimen issues, KGVI
and QEII include booklet panes, all coils, various printings,
M/s etc. Many early issues mint with only light hinge remains,
mostly MUH from 1930. (100s)
$8,000

1016
Australia, small selection incl 1928 3d kookaburra miniature
sheet, gum creases and hinges in margin, 1931 KingsfordSmith set in imprint block of four, 1934 3d Macarthur
imprint block, plus other later GVIR imprints, mixed
condition. Mint, MUH. (160)
$150
1017
Australia, pre-decimal collection house in a red stamp stock
book with scattered issues from 1929-1945, but a wide range
post WWII to 1965 many in blocks, some on additional
Hagner sheets, noted values to 10/-. Mostly MUH. (100s)
$100
1018
Australia, Decimal fitted into two photo spring-back albums
mostly c.1960s-1990s, together with two stock books that are
partial filled, almost all in blocks of 4 some larger, includes a
few AAT, (FV stated to be $1200+). MUH. (100s)
$500
1019
Australia, FDCs in two spring back folders, an interesting
lot including normal issues, noted issues of registered letters
from 1930s, interesting postal history lot several including
State stamps, Aust. Military Forces registered issues some
fixed with KGV issues, a few Canada FDCs etc, unusual
covers, noted a large piece fixed with £1 robes to RAAF in
Perth, registered and a PNG FDC for complete 1952 set,
also AAT base covers, PNG FDCs etc., an interesting lot.
Used. (approx 200)
$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 113 (lot 5286) where it realised hammer
$12,000.
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1026
Australia, Australia post, Post Office packs from 1969 with
duplication together with MUH issues most in three various
cliplock folders, noted 4x$20 Glover and a PO pack also a
small quantity of FDCs, total FV of unused stamps including
those in packs $425+. MUH. (approx 100)
$200
1027
Australia, Post Office packs fitted into two photo springback albums mostly c.1970s-1980s, (FV stated as $400).
MUH. (100s)
$180
1028
Australia, a quantity of Post Office packs mostly from the
1970s - early 1980s. MUH. (approx 200)
$150
1020*
Australia, FDCs of Captain Cook Bicentenary, small size
fixed with 30c stamp (5) one illustrated all postmarked
Ipswich Qld., 20 Apr 1970 1st Day of Issue, Eastwick
catalogue $400/cover, (total CV $2000). Used. (5)
$200

1029
Australia, 1979-2000, a range of Post Office presentation
packs in three binders, some duplication and a few Territories
packs. FV $325. MUH. (170 items)
$120
1030
Australia, Olympic Games 2000-2016 M/S of winners in
the various Olympic Games, all stored in a cliplock folder,
(total FV $318). MUH. (100s)
$150

1021
Australia, 1970-1986, a range of first day covers in a green
FDC album and loose, 1970-75 period addressed, some
duplication, specials PMKs and a few pre-stamped envelopes.
Used. (300+ covers)
$100

1031
Australia, 1983-1991, range of Post Office presentation
packs in three binders, with some duplication. FV $590.
MUH. (200 items)
$200

1022
Australia, a large PO container of FDCs, mostly from
Australia but includes PNG, GB and other normal issues
from various countries but mostly Australia FDC, total
weight 10 kg. includes two folders of FDCs. Used. (100s)
$100

1032
Australia, a large quantity in a large plastic container of
Australia Post Office packs, MUH stamps and sets priced by
the Post Office in packets, M/S, a few booklets, all appear to
post 2000s to 2010s, (FV $1500+). MUH. (100s)
$800

1023
Australia, an accumulation of FDCs mostly different from
the 2010s, together with a small group of postage pre-paid
cards with attached stamps. Used. (approx 500)
$100

1033
Australia, decimal issues in two stock books and a binder,
varying quantities of each issue with some gutter strips (in
a tube) and booklets. FV $890. MUH. (100s)
$300

1024
Australia, Decimal issues, mostly in blocks of 20 (some
as gutter issues), stored mostly loose in old writing pads,
includes a few AAT, some loose issues and an old small
stock book, mostly c.1970s-1990s, (FV over $1440). MUH.
(100s)
$700

1034
Australia, an extensive range of decimal MUH on approx
40 Hagner sheets, all stored in a green cliplock folder, with
values to $5, much duplication, total FV (approx $375).
MUH. (100s)
$200
1035
Australia, a large quantity in a plastic bag of Australia Post
Office packs, MUH stamps and sets priced at PO in packets,
M/S, all appear to be in the early 2000s, (FV $400). MUH.
(100s)
$200

1025
Australia, 1981-1991 issues in two Australia hingeless
albums, fairly complete MUH, incl blank Seven Seas pages
covering 1992-2000 period; Seven Seas Dependencies with a
range of mainly Papua New Guinea, sighted 1952 pictorials
to £1 FU, mixed condition. FV $230 approx. Used - MUH.
(100s)
$100

1036
Australia, Post Office year books, 1981-1992, never been
opened. MUH. (12)
$150
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1037
Australia, Post Office year books, 1981-1990 (FV $272).
MUH. (10)
$120

1048
Australia, accumulation of decimal issues in a green
Lighthouse album mostly of the 1980s with values to $5,
some as blocks or strips, (FV approx $300). MUH. (100s)
$150

1038
Australia, Post Office year books 1981-1989 with two of
each year. MUH. (18)
$300

1049
Australia, accumulation of decimal issues in a green
Lighthouse album mostly of the 1980s with values to $2,
some as blocks or strips, (FV $320). MUH. (100s)
$150

1039
Australia, Post Office year books, 1991-2000 (FV $448).
MUH. (10)
$180

1050
Autralia and world, eleven large cliplock folders fitted with
hundreds of Hagner sheets all stored in a large Post Office
crate, the Australian stamps are MUH, mint and used and
these almost all are Australia decimal, noted decimal blocks,
M/S, PO packs and a few booklets, with values of MUH up
to $10, also noted a few FDCs, nearly half of the folders
contain world stamps, arranged in alphabetical order and
these are mostly used, decimal with high FV. MUH, mint
and used. (1,000s)
$300

1040
Australia, Post Office year books, 2001-2007 (FV $433).
MUH. (7)
$170
1041
Australia, Post Office year books, 2008-2013 (FV $666).
MUH. (7)
$260
1042
Australia, Post Office year books, 1981, 1989, 1990,
1991; special books, 1988 Bicentenary Collection books
and stamps (2); Links with Britain, USA & New Zealand
joint issues, Colonial Collection, Australian Impressionists,
Literary Legends, World Heritage, plus a range of Seven Seas
supplement pages covering 1984-1993 with some duplication
and 2001-2015. MUH. (lot)
$180

1051
Australia, decimal in two stock books, includes booklets (12),
decimal issues in blocks from 1966 - 1980s, in one book,
(high FV), second with singles and blocks from 1966-1980s.
All appear to be MUH. (100s)
$300
1052
Australia, decimal collection housed in a blue KA/BE stock
book with issues from 1966-1980 with additional large
blocks of issues (FV $36). MUH. (100s)
$100

1043
Australia, decimal sheets and large blocks in five mint sheet
folders with values to $5, (FV $2,060+), lot also includes
additional unused air letters. MUH. (1,000s)
$1,000
1044
Australia, 1982-1997, assorted sheets and part sheets, 27c to
45c, includes First Fleet 1987, Pastoral Era 1989, Christmas
1994, Centenary of Women's Vote 1994, Centenary of
Cinema 1995, 50 Years of National Trust 1995. FV $500.
MUH. (25 sheets)
$250

1053
Australia, Sydney 2000 Olympics, Australian Gold
Medallists, miniature sheets each with ten 45c stamps.
MUH. (16)
$50
1054
Australia, mostly Premier cliplock folders (5) containing
FDCs (210), PO packs (100+) with stamps to $10, prestamped cover used and unused (approx 280), a few cards
and MUH stamps $3.70, additional FDC (approx 100).
MUH and used. (approx 600)
$120

1045
Australia, mostly Premier cliplock folders (2) containing
MUH Australian decimal issues mostly in blocks of 4 or
larger with values to $5, FV $1,025+. MUH. (100s)
$500
1046
Australia, decimal sheets and large blocks in mint sheet folder
with values to $4, (FV $670), lot also includes additional
PNG. MUH. (100s)
$300

1055
Australian Antarctic Territory, a collection on Hagner sheets
in a clip-lock folder, includes pre-decimal issues in blocks
some as multiple blocks from 1959 issues, also decimal issues
with several selected issues as blocks (ships) and singles from
1966 to 1982 and PO packs of 1973 set, noted additional
Australia strip of 5 of 2/- 1953-4 Tasmania commem. Mostly
MUH, some with condition problems. (lot)
$50

1047
Australia, 1990-2001, assorted sheets, part sheets and
sheetlets, all 45c, includes florals, butterflies, Emergency
Services 1997, Snowy Mountain Scheme 1999, Christmas
Island 1999 Year of the Rabbit, Sydney Olympics 2000,
Australian Antarctic Territory 2001, Joint issue AustraliaSweden 2001, FV $500. MUH. (45 sheets)
$250
100

1056*
Cinderella, WASP (Western and Southern Provincial Airlines
Ltd) from Sydney to Narromine, they show the Harbour
Bridge being a mere 2 years old; the old Sydney skyline and
an Aboriginal with spear, this is a full mint unhinged set of
6 vignettes, (AAMC 495a). Fine.
$100
Ex J.P.Melick Collection, previously from Charles Leski Auctions Sale 165
(lot 2551).

1059*
First flight covers, 1939 Sydney-Coonamble, Butler Air
Transport Special Xmas Flight printed cover with 5d Ram
tied by GPO postmark 23 December 1939, to E.A. Chrome,
Pilot signed by P.B.Lusk. Coonamble b/s, (AAMC 887a Cat.
$100); another 1934 (11th May) Australia to NZ "Goodwill
flight" by Charles Ulm in "Faith in Australia" with 1d
KGV pair & 2d KGV tied by Sydney slogan cancel (1d's
not cancelled, 2d inked cancel) plus NZ 2x1d KGV with
one tied by Wellington arrival cds for 12 MY 34. No.45 of
250, signed by G.U.Allan & R.N.Boulton, (AAMC 379 Cat.
$250). Both very fine, scarce. (2)
$120

The W.A.S.P. in the 1930s conducted a network of Air-Services in N.S.W.,
mainly in the Western Districts, on the 25th March 1935 the Company
issued vignettes for attaching to mail carried on the Narromine-Sydney
service. They were offered free of charge and had no postal validity but were
approved by the Post Office.

1057
Rocket Mail, 4 Dec.1934 (AAMC.R1) SS "Canonbar" to
Brisbane, flown cover carried on the first rocket delivery
mail flight in Australia; with special vignette on reverse,
organised by the Queensland Air Mail Society, posted at
Pinkenba, Qld.; another similar for SS "Maheno" to Fraser
Island, August 11, 1935. Fine - very fine, both with attached
different Cinderella vignettes. (2)
$100

Ex J.P.Melick Collection and previously from for the first, Charles Leski
Auction 165 (lot 2584), the second similar (lot 2543).

Ex J.P.Melick Collection and previously both from Status International,
Sale 189 (lot 653).

1058
Australia, air mail covers, from Cook (SA) to Ashfield (NSW)
20 June 1935 (a cover from Mackay Aerial Reconnaissance
Expedition Western Australia 1935); another from Newtown
(NSW) to Narromine (NSW) 6 August 1938; both covers
fixed with 3d (air or Silver Jubilee) and 2d (KGVI or KGV
2d on 1 1/2d red). Fine. (2)
$100
Ex J.P.Melick Collection and previously from Chales Leski Auctions Sale
165 (lots 2555 and 2572).
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part

1061*
Austria, 1948 set of Provincial costumes, 3 groschen - 10
schilling, complete set including 1 schilling red (SG 1126 CV
£130) (illustrated), (SG 1108-1144). Fine mint with minor
hinging. (37)
$80
Ex Philas Stamp Auctions, 9th March 2013 (lot 1150).

part

1062*
Burma, an extensive collection from 1937-1954, housed
in The Utile Hinged Leaf Album, KGVI part arranged by
denomination with mint and used, noted high denominations
from 1 - 15 rupees, noted (SG 16 M & U; SG O27 M &
U, SG 17 M) (illustrated); Independent State issues to 10
rupees M&U; interesting examples on pieces; Japanese
Occupation issues, peacock overprints as forgeries (20),
with interesting letter by D.D.O.S. of 14th Army in Burma;
important postal stationary cards of KGVI obliterated by
cross some with re-valuations (6) used and unused; stamp
issues from 1942 including used SG J46; 1943 mint set with
some shade varieties (SG J73-81), Independence issues (SG
J85-87), others (J88-J97); assorted postmark issues including
set (SG 18b-32) and additional mint sets including Service
issues of 1939 to 10 rupees mint (SG O15-O27). Mint and
used. (lot)
$400

1060*
Australia, 1943 Parachute Mail cover by Flying Boat
"Coolangatta" to Mornington Island, 24 Dec. 1943,
cover signed by Commander K.G. Caldwell, addressed to
E.A.Crome, and endorsed by J.B.McCarthy, (AAMC 970 cat
$150); together with a cover from Blenheim, 30 March 1938
via Darwin, 23 March, 1938 to London 26 March 1938,
addressed to Flying Officer Clouston and Victor Ricketts,
Australian Consolidated Press, London, fixed with 1d kiwi,
1d QE, issues, cover claimed only 12 were flown on trip.
Both very fine and scarce. (2)
$100
Ex J.P.Melick Collection, the first ex Charles Leski Auction 165 (lot 2589)
and second from Status Sale 189 (lot 659).
A.E.Clouston and V.Ricketts made a record flight from London to New
Zealand and return in March 1938. Their plane was the DH 88 Comet
that had won the MacRobertson Air Race in 1934. They left London on 15
March and arrived in Sydney on 19 March. They then flew from Sydney to
Blenheim on 20 March and back to Sydney on 21 March, arriving back in
London on 26 March.

Ex Bournemouth Stamp Auctions, Sept. 5, 1985 (lot 306).

They carried a small unofficial mail that had stamps and postmarks added
at significant points on the journey to authenticate arrival dates.
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1066
British Commonwealth, an accumulation with duplicates
stored in two large stockbooks, arranged neatly from Aden
to Rhodesia with strength in Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika,
and Malta in one album, and another album of Rhodesia
to Zimbabwe includes South Africa, South West Africa and
Southern Rhodesia. Mostly used. (100s)
$100
1067
British Commonwealth, 1937 Coronation set complete
as pairs or blocks housed in Stanley Gibbons Coronation
album, some issues with paper toning, mint/MUH; covers
from the Gilbert and Ellice Islands, FDCs including 1937
Coronation (2), Peace (4), UPU (1), Registered covers KGV
1922 (3), KGVI cover 1951 issues to 5/-. MUH, mint and
used. (approx 100)
$100

part

1063*
British Commonwealth, collection in a brown Lighthouse
album with issues from various countries with a good range
of pickings, many are KGVI but also some QV - KGV and
QEII noted range of issues from Bahamas, Aden, British
Honduras, Cape of Good Hope (include 1d triangles (2),
one on blued paper other illustrated; Cook Islands, British
Solomon Islands SG 60-72 (CV £85). Cyprus, Fiji, Gilbert
& Ellice Islands, Gold Coast including 1938 set to 10/-,
India QV issues, Monserrat, QEII 1953 set to $4.80 (no
48c), selected 1953 Coronation, British East Africa issues,
noted KEVII 2 rupees used SG 27 (illustratred), British South
Africa Company, Orange Free State, Natal, Norfolk Island,
Western Samoa, Tristan da Cunha, Papua, Territory of New
Guinea, Kenya Tanganyika and Uganda, Trinidad & Tobago,
Trinidad, Johore, Tonga, Transvaal, Virgin Islands, Zululand,
etc. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$300

Ex Philas Stamp Auctions 9th March 2013 (lot 2343) for Gilbert and Ellice
issues.

1068
British Commonwealth, includes issues for Canada, Great
Britain, and Newfoundland featuring the Prince of Wales or
proposed King Edward VIII, also noted miniature sheets for
New Zealand Tarapex '86 and fantasy issues; a Diamond
Anniversary postal medallic cover of Edward VIII's 325
day reign issued by Benham and includes a 1936 Bermuda
medallic crown in gilt bronze; a 1994 souvenir telephone card
for the Centenary of King Edward VIII; five postcards, all
different featuring Edward the Prince of Wales (all except one
unused); an invitation to the Investiture of H.R.H. the Prince
of Wales named to J.W.Summers, Esq., M.P.; a softcover book
titled King Edward VIII, A Study of the Stamps of the Reign
of King Edward VII, by A.J.Kirk (2nd Edition), published for
the Great Britain Philatelic Society; large booklets produced
by travel agencies in anticipation of traveller's needs for
attending various coronation events, one titled Coronation
of His Majesty King Edward VIII May 12th 1937 and the
other, Coronation of Their Majesties King George VI and
Queen Elizabeth May 12th 1937; a fantasy fifty pounds
banknote for the Royal Bank of Windsor featuring various
images of Edward VIII. Used - MUH. (lot)
$50

1064
British Commonwealth, collection in a Lighthouse album
with issues from various countries with a good range of
pickings, mostly KGVI but many KGV and QV, noted range
of issues from Barbados seated Britannias (9) including
imperfs, seahorses etc, these come from Bermuda, noted
KGVI 2/6 (2) mint, Bahamas SG 178-192, British Guiana,
Canada used selection to 1927, Cayman Islands, KGVI
1950 set to 10/- (SG 135-147, cat £80), 5/- SG 125 (£40),
Dominica, KGVI sets SG 99-109, 121-134, 140-158, etc.,
also assorted of Northern and Southern Rhodesia. Rhodesia,
British South Africa Company, Ceylon. Hong Kong QV
- KGV as mostly used some scarce items noted, India, QV
- KGV, Ireland, Jamaica, Lagos, Kenya and Uganda, Leeward
Islands, Maldive Islands, Mauritius, Monserrat, St.Lucia,
St.Helena, St.Kitts Nevis, Seychelles, PEI, Togo, Sierra Leone,
Sudan with a range of issues, some 1937 coronation, Great
Britain and O/P, Barbuda, NWPI Pacific Islands, Norfolk
Island etc. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$300

Ex Ian McCutcheon Collection.
James Woolley Summers was a British Liberal Party MP for the seat of Flint
Boroughs from 1910 until his death in 1913.

1069
British Commonwealth and Europe, accumulation of used/
CTO total (CV £650), mint (CV £240), total CV stated to
be £890 (SG 2007). Used, mint. (100s)
$50

1065
British Commonwealth, in four albums one in a KA-BE
hingeless album, containing Nauru stamps, a few issues mint
to 1935, but relatively complete from 1935-1986 including
M/S these almost MUH, another stock book of similar issues
from Nauru from 1935-1980s as singles, blocks, M/S, special
uses etc; a large stock book of MUH issues from Samoa,
blocks, M/S, issues 1973-1986; another stock book of PNG,
MUH issues mostly in blocks of 4, 1970s-1980s. A useful
accumulation, almost all MUH, a very few used. (100s)
$140

1070
China, Chinese Imperial Post issues of 1898 - 1910, singles,
a few pairs and blocks of 4, with values, 1 cent to $2, $1
(13 SG 117 and 131), $2 (17), a few with Republic O/P,
(approx 300) and another group of 1897 Imperial Chinese
Post issues to 20c with duplication (approx 40), a others
on pieces many with interesting postmarks, including junk
issues, also noted 1 ca green (SG 1, cut edges, one edge perf.).
Used. (approx 375)
$400
Ex Stanley Gibbons, March 1999 (lot 575 part).
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1074
China, Sun Yat Sen series as a stamp collection housed on
15 encased leaves in plastic sleeves, includes many issues
in large blocks, issues 1931-1937 of SG type 58, issues are
singles, pairs, strips, blocks of 4 to 25, first type issue with
double circles, printed by De La Rue (SG 389-395), noted
mint $2 (5), similar mint $5 (3), used (39); together with
used all with second issue thick circle used $1 (20), used $5
(45), (SG 403, 405), all these on encased leaves. MUH, mint
and used. (100s)
$200

part

1071*
China, various issues described on leaves, including Imperial
Chinese Post and Chinese Imperial Post issues of 1897 - 1910,
mostly singles, a few pairs and block of 4, with values, 1
cent to $5, a few with the 'Pa-kua' or double trigram bar
cancellations, described fully on written up album leaf, one
a block of 6 with bars on 1c on 1 ca (SG 58), O/P for (SG
93); 1902 set no wmk to $5, $5 (illustrated) (SG 133 £750),
two sheets of plate varieties 1898-1912 (mostly described).
Used, some scarce. (79)
$200
Ex Stanley Gibbons, March 1999 (lot 575 part).

part

1072*
China, Republic on leaves, 1923 Adoption of the Constiturion,
used sets (2), (SG 362-365); 1928 Chang Tso-lin set to $1
mint (SG 372-375 CV £200); 1929 Unification 4c and $1
both mint, minor rust spot on $1 (illustrated) (SG 377, 379,
CV £285); 1939 150th anniv of US constitution (SG 501504); 1941 Express Letter stamp, rouletted issue, used, (SG
E616, CV £140) (illustrated). Mint and used. (20)
$200
part

1075*
China, Sun Yat Sen series as a stamp collection on about
110 leaves (some blank), includes many issues in large
blocks, all housed in a large thick black spring-back album,
this is an extraorinary collection of all issues 1931-1937
of SG type 58, issues are singles, pairs, strips, blocks of 4
to half sheets, first type issue with double circles, by De La
Rue, London (SG 389-395 CV £125/set mint), noted mint
$2 (18), similar mint $5 (15), second type with thick circle
(SG 396-405), with high values both perf types, noted $5
mint block of 6, plate 1B (SG 405 and another SG 404, CV
£900) ($2 and $5 blocks MUH both illustrated) and others
(3) as blocks of 4; quantities of used some as blocks of 20+;
a small quantity of 1944-1946 issues by De La Rue (SG
735-739), some as imprint or plate blocks, up to 100 of
each 1931-1937 SG numbers, with a selection of varieties,
many mint but quantities are used, overall a very attractive
collection, inspection a must to see the quantity and quality.
MUH, some mint and used, a very few blocks with paper
toning. (approx 2,000)
$1,500

part

1073*
China, a small collection housed in a stock book, containing
Republican issues, noted set of 4 North-West Scientific
Expedition of 1932 (SG 406-409) mint (CV £425); treaty
port issues from Kewkiang, Amoy, Chinkiang; part sets of
definitives from 1930s some with revaluations, Shanghai
Municipality local post and air stamps 1932-1937. Mint
and used. (approx 100)
$200
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two stamps in block (SG EC325var.); North China People's
Post, O/P $12 on $200 carmine (3), (SG NC260); others
(12), uncertain portraying Wang Mang spade money various
denominations; Local post Kewkiang O/P 1/2, 1 and 2 cents,
last as vertical pair (illustrated) (SG 18-20); China Republic,
set of Marshall hang Tso-lin posted at Harbin (SG 372-375)
4 and 109 cent with red O/P for Manchuria (SG 21-24);
Manchuria, Kirin and Heilungkiang. Mausoleum set with
O/P 1929 (SG 29-32) used (SG 32 illustrated); together with
covers from Hong Kong (10) c.1970s-1980s. MUH, mint
and used. (35)
$200
Ex Hong Kong Stamp & Coin Dealers Association, (lot 531); last lots from
Philas House Sale 110, 9 March 2013 (lot 2278).

part

1076*
China, on leaves a collection of issues described from
Sinkiang, SG Nos. 95-110 (SG 110 £100, London and Peking
O/P, total £475), 151-164 (London O/P CV £150), 227-238
(including pairs), 259, 260; North China, Cavalry Charge
$1 with overprint 'Chun-cha-ki" 1946 Peace, unlisted in SG,
Scott or Yang (illustrated); North-East China People's Post,
youths with banner M/s 1947 (SG MSNE169 CV £650)
(illustrated), 1950 issues (SG 275-285, 301-302, 303-311
with extras); Mao issues 1947 with surcharges (SG NE183,
b,c; NE184, a,b, and surcharge inverted cf.SG NE183a);
Andong 1946 issues (SG NE 103, 105-109, CV £1000).
Mint. (98)
$500

part

1078*
China, The Martyrs, stamp collection on about 115 leaves,
and two loose envelopes of stamps in large blocks, all
housed in a large thick black spring-back album, this is an
extraordinary collection of all issues 1939-1941 of SG type
60, issues are singles, pairs, strips, blocks of 4 to whole
sheets, unlisted imperfs, issues are on unwatermarked and
watermarked paper, many as imprint blocks, up to 100 of
each SG number, with a large selection of varieties, many
mint but quantities are used, noted several examples of
issues with various paper thickness described as thick and
thin papers, perf. missing due to paper folds, colour shade
varieties, imperf between pairs (horizontally and vertically
see SG 508a CV £250) (illustration of large block of 10
Cv £2,500), others unlisted in SG; no perfs at base or top,
all from the same printer, Commercial Press Hong Kong,
with and without secret marks, stamps are mint and used,
overall very attractive collection, inspection a must to see
the quantity and quality. MUH, some mint and used, some
blocks with paper toning. (approx 2,000)
$1,500

Ex Philatelic Association of NSW, c1980.

part

1079*
China, 1941 Express letter and Registration letter stamps
on three leaves of loose leaf album, includes single and
blocks of 4 mint for both and used singles of both, (SG
E616 [illustrated for mint] and R617, total CV £1,335).
Mint and used. (12)
$200

part

1077*
China, East China People's Post, Seventh Anniversary of
Shandong Communist Postal System, $5, block of 10 with
large character O/P (obliterate Japanese flag), imperf. at top
105

part

part

1081*
China, Dr. Sun Yat Sen collection on about 150 leaves,
hagners, envelope etc, all housed in a large thick brown
spring-back album, this is an extraorinary collection of all
issues 1942-1946 of SG type 82, issues are singles, blocks
of 4 to 10, many as imprint blocks, with a large selection
of varieties, including double perfs, imperf between pairs
(horizontally and vertically), no perfs at base or top,
missplaced perfs, different papers, off set blocks, printers and
shades, noted many with SG CV many £100s for individual
items, lot includes additional items mostly as blocks on
Hagner sheets, mint and used includes a full sheet of 30c
(SG 642) and a registered cover with 3x$100 from Kwong
Tung to New York, illustrated are (SG 651a £350, SG 646a
[as imperf. block of 4, unlisted], SG 643b x 2 £425 each, $5
perf 10.5 SG 649a £180), overall high CV, inspection a must
to see the quantity. MUH, mint and used. (approx 2,000)
$2,000

1080*
China, Dr. Sun Yat Sen collection on about 120 leaves, and
two loose envelopes of stamps in large blocks, all housed in
a large thick green spring-back album, this is an extraorinary
collection of all issues 1942-1945 of SG type 84, issues are
singles, pairs, strips, blocks of 4 to 16, imperfs, rouletted
and perf without gum, many as imprint blocks, up to 100
of each SG number, with a large selection of varieties, many
mint but a quantities are used, noted several examples of
$20 rose carmine perf. (SG 670 each CV £160) also imperf,
unused (80+), (SG 658, each CV £70); (10+) of (SG 661a each
£250), also (18) of (SG 663a CV £225 each), other rouletted
x perf stamps unlisted including a pair $30 rouletted by
6.5 unlisted (illustrated); $100 brown perf. (14+2, M&U)
(SG 674 each CV £300M, £250U), thick and thin papers,
shades, double perfs, imperf between pairs (horizontally and
vertically see SG 672a CV £250) (illustrated), others all with
high CV; no perfs at base or top, misplaced perfs, double
perfs, different papers, off set blocks, printers and shades,
noted many with SG CV many £100s for individual items, lot
includes additional items in envelopes; also 11 stamp covers
and envelopes fixed with stamps of this series c.1944-1946,
with several as registered letters (one illustrated). Stamps are
mint and used, overall high CV, inspection a must to see the
quantity. MUH, mint and used. (approx 2,000)
$2,500
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1084
China, an accumulation of issues in a stock book with China
Peoples Republic arms attached to the cover, includes M/S
blocks etc of 1990s issues and many issues of late 1960s
and 1970 featuring Mao Zedong, these all are CTOs issues
with corner circular postal strikings, lot also includes a few
earlier issues. MUH, CTO, used. (several 100)
$250

part

1082*
China, Currency Revaluation, gold yuan series 1948-1949,
an extensive collection on 153 leaves, housed in a large thick
maroon springback album, multiples of each issue as singles
to large blocks with values from half cent to $100,000 as O/P
on various types and issues all fully described on each album
leaf (SG 1049-1118), several O/P types are scarce, includes
varieties missing part of denomination numeral, inverted and
double surcharges, paper flaws, original stamp printed both
sides, surcharge offsets, misplaced surcharge (illustrated),
surcharge inverted (SG 1079a CV £160) (illustrated),
surcharge double (SG 1114a CV £500) (illustrated), others
(SG 1063a, 1068b, [single and a block of 4, CV £200/stamp)
or missing one Chinese character, double perfs or imperf
on edge or between stamp varieties (illustrated), various
coloured surcharges, Revenue (cf.SG 1122-1151), common
issues, noted $1,000/$100 used block of 4 and mint block
of 4 with folded perf flaw, off centred O/P [illustrated] and
surcharges both sides [$3/$50 blue]) and $100,000/$20 (8)
(SG 1190), $500,000 on $20 mint (SG 1191 £1400) and
Parcel post stamps (SG 1119-1121), with various colour
surcharges; album also includes mint and some used of
1949 SG type 145 to $500,000, within are articles on the
gold yuan issues and revenue stamp surcharges; an almost
complete sheet of 200, $2 brown missing 10c surcharges
but offset surcharge on back of each issue, a great rarity. An
extraordinary collection and accumulation with many great
and rare varieties, MUH, mint and used. (approx 2,000)
$3,000

1085*
Cocos (Keeling) Islands, $5/65c 25th anniversary issue (SG
230 for type) unlisted with grey colour misplaced on air
mail Cocos cover but unused; together with Cook Islands
$2 QEII issue (SG 245A) O/P for Aitutaki as AJTUTAKI,
type not listed for overprint or misspelling, (SG -). Mint
and MUH. (2)
$50
1086
Egypt, a small collection of 200 stamps in a stock book of
MUH issues in blocks of 4 from 1944-1952, noted UPU set,
Egypt treaty in Gaza, 1946 Arab League conference and
the Revolution 23rd July 1952; together with a collection
of FDCs (92) stored in a spring back album on leaves of
the period 1944-1961 including a few of the UAR, noted
(SG MS357) imperf and diffeent colours as a FDC. MUH,
used. (292)
$100

1083
China, reprints (75) in folder of the Cultural Revolution
issues of 1967-1970 in a large folder produced in December
1998, all issues identical but with additional corner line
added; 1986 and 1989 booklets (SG 3422a, 3597a); together
with used on pieces some c.1948, noted $500/3c brown (16+)
(SG 839), others etc; registration sticker (3), etc. MUH and
used. (approx 100)
$100

1087
Fiji, a large black stock book containing issues of pre-decimal
and decimal stamps from 1890s in mixed condition but
mostly KGVI - QEII, lot has duplication throughout, issues
are all grouped together, noted scarce blue cane, decimals
issues in quantities with values to $1. Mostly used, some
mint. (approx 1,000)
$100
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1088
Germany, 1901-1905 Colonial issues, all issues feature the
Kaiser's yacht 'Hohenzollern', values to 80 pfennig all on
Hagner small sheets; German New Guinea, 3pf (4), 10pf
(2), 20pf (2), 25, 30, 40 and 50pf, (SG 7, 9-14) mint and
used; German East Africa, 2 1/2 and 7 1/2 heller. (SG 34, 36
[2]); German South West Africa, 3, 5 (3), 10 pf, (SG 24-26);
Cameroon, 3 (3), 5 (2), 10 (2), 20, 25 (2), 30 pf (SG K11-12,
K20-23); Caroline Islands, 3 (2), 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50pf
and 1 mark, (SG 13-20,22); Kiaochow 1901 20pf, 1905 1
(2), 2, 4, 20 cents, (SG 14, 34-36, 38); Mariana Islands, 3
(4), 5, 30 and 80pf (SG 13, 14, 18, 21); Marshall Islands, 3
(4), 20pf, (SG G11, 14); Samoa, 3, 5 (2), 10 (2), 25, 30, 40,
50, 80pf, (SG G11-13, 15-19); Togo, 3 (2), 5 (2), 10, 20,
25, 30, 40, 50 and 80pf, (SG 7, 10-15, 20-22). Mostly mint
a few used, a very few with faults. (81)
$100
1089
Germany, (Third Reich), 1936 summer Olympics set (SG
606-613, CV £160); together with 1936 M/S 'Brown ribbon
of Germany' (SG MS618, CV £38); and a corner block of
similar 1941 issue (SG 768, CV £58). MUH, possibly regummed. (13)
$100

1090*
Germany, British and American Zones, 1948 series, 2 pfennig
brown-black, with single bar posthorn O/P, with additional
O/P printed on back, (cf.SG A36 with note after SG A103).
MUH.
$50
1091
Germany, British and American Zones, 1948 Obligatory
tax (SG AT137a); Brandenburg Gate issues 6 pairs and
additional 20-10pf, (SG A140-141); Hannover Trade Fair
set of 3 (SG A42-144); Racing cyclists 2 pairs and extra
20+10pf. (SG A146-147). Mint. (22)
$60
1092
Germany, British and American Zones, 1948 series, 2, 6, 12,
24, and 25 pfennig issues, with single bar posthorn O/P, with
additional 6 pfennig (used); together with multiple posthorn
O/P on 16, 20, 40, 50, 60, 80 and 84 pfennig, (SG A36, 37,
40, 44, 45, 59, 63-66, 68, 69) unless noted mint; together
with Berlin (Western Sector), O/P of 'Berlin' in black, for
8, 12, 30, 40 aand 80 pfennig, (SG B3, 5, 11, 12, 15) these
MUH; similar 2, 12, 40 pfennig (SG B1, 5, 12); similar with
O/P in red, 6, 10 and 20 pfennig (SG 22, 24, 26); these all
fine used; together with Soviet Zone 1948 numeral issue with
O/P on 30, 45 and 84 pfennig, (SG R19, 20 and 22), these
MUH. MUH (possibly regummed), mint and used. (27)
$50

lot 1093 part
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part

1095*
Germany, Berlin (Western Sectors), assorted issues including
1950 Berlin Philharmonic (SG B72-3 CV £210) (illustrated
30+5 pf); also additional used 10 + 5 pf. (SG B72); 1951
Stamp Day (SG B80[2], 81 [1], CV £111); famous Berliners,
4pf (12), 6pf (2), 20pf. (3), 25pf. (12, including a block of 6),
40pf (5), (SG B91, 93, 97, 98, 100, CV £1087); Freedom Bell
issues, 1951, 10pf (2), 30pf (4), (SG B76, 78, CV £368), 1952
set of 5, (SG B82-86 CV £150), 1953 set of 5, (SG 101-105,
CV £100) with extra pair of 40pf (CV £68); 'Kaiser Wilhelm
Memorial Church' 1953 set of 4 (SG B106-9, CV £30); 1953
East German uprising 20pf (7), 30pf (5) and one used, (SG
B110-111, CV £341); Berlin Buildings 4pf (2x4), 20pf (2x4),
(SG B36, 42, CV £70). MUH, most regummed. (91)
$250

1093*
Germany, Berlin (Western Sectors), 1948 set with 'Berlin'
overprint in black, 2 pf. - 5 mark complete, (SG B1-20, cat.
£2750), all fine used several with numbers attached at bottom
selvege, (1 m - 5m illustrated). Used. (20)
$600

part

1096*
Germany, Berlin (Western Sectors), First Day Post card, 1951,
for the Deutsche Industrie- Messe 1951, Hannover, dated
5.5.51, (illustrated); others as FDC's with 'East German
Uprising' dated 17.8.53 fixed with 'Freedom Bell' 10 and 30
pf (SG B76, 78, CV of stamps £144); another of the Death
of Ernst Reuter 18.1.54 (SG B112). Used. (3)
$100

1094*
Germany, Berlin (Western Sectors), 1949 stamp booklet
with 6 panes of the Berlin buildings 2x1pf, 2x4pf, 1x10pf,
1x20pf, (SG BSB1, Cv £900). MUH.
$250
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1100
Great Britain, an accumulation with duplicates stored in four
stockbooks, divided into four areas, a) QV to KGVI, noted
seahorses to 10/-, b) pre decimal KGVI to QEII - mint and
used. values to £1, c) QEII with commems mint and used,
mainly decimals to £5 (34 x £5), perfins from QV to QEII
and d) QEII decimal Machins used, all are neatly arranged
within the albums. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$100
1101
Great Britain and Ireland, used stamps with duplication,
neatly arranged in three stock books, with issues from 1841,
strong in KGVI and QEII including multiples of the high
values. Used. (100s)
$70
1102
Guernsey, collection in a Davo hingeless album with slipcase
with issues including M/S from 1969 - 1995 and Alderney
from 1983 - 1995, appears about complete. Appears to be
MUH. (100s)
$100
1103
Hong Kong, an accumulation of MUH issues as sets and
M/S, all in packets described with some duplication, many
as colourful thematic sets, (stated CV £630, SG 2007).
MUH. (100s)
$70

part

1097*
Germany, German Federal Republic, 1949 Opening West
German Parliament, (SG 1033, CV £65); First German
stamps 3 sets x 3, and extra 20pf (SG 1035-7, CV £410)
(one set illustrated); UPU (SG 1038, CV £80) (illustrated);
Refugees 1949 sets (3) and extras (SG 1039-1042, CV £537);
1951 issues 2, 4, 5, 10(2), 20(3), 30, 50 pf, (SG 1045-7, 1050,
1052, 1054, 1056, CV £420); Phil. Exhib. (3 sets and extra
20pf. CV £425); Rontgen (4) (SG 1073, CV £380); Mona
Lisa (2) (SG 1074); Lutheran (6) (SG 1075 CV £114); Otto
Gas Engines (3) (SG 1076, £114); Youth Hostels (2), (SG
1080, CV £50); 1952 Relief Fund (SG 1082-5, extra 1082,
(CV £152); von Liebig (3), (Sg 1092, CV £195); Transport
Exhib. (SG 1093-6 2 sets with extras CV £284); 75th anniv.
telephone. (3) (SG 1087, CV £195); Phil Exhib. (SG 1097-8
CV £62); 1953 Relief Fund 6 sets (SG 1099-1102, CV £600);
others (SG 1123 (3); 1124, 1125 (6), 1130 (2), 1131-3, 1135
(13), 1136 (4), 1138-9, 1140 (11), 1141 (2), 1142 (7), 1146
(6); various issues of Heuss (14 with duplication); 1954
Relief, 5 sets with extras (SG 1126-1129, CV £380). MUH
and mint, very high CV. (lot)
$500

1104
India, an accumulation with duplicates stored in three large
stockbooks, divided into three areas, a) British Occupation
to 1946 including Native States and officials, b) mint from
1940 with many in blocks of 4 and c) used as post 1947,
all are neatly arranged within the albums. MUH, mint and
used. (100s)
$100
1105
Isle of Man, collection in a Davo hingeless album with
slipcase with issues including M/S from 1973 - 1991 with
M/S to 1995, appears complete. Mostly MUH. (100s)
$100
1106
Japan, stock book from ex dealer of issues with much
duplication, mostly post WWII to 1960, mostly better issues,
noted block of 4 of 'girl playing glass flute' (SG 746), 11
pairs as blocks of 1955 10th anniv. athletic meet (SG 7445); Mt Manaslu (SG 760) (37) mostly as blocks of 8; 1957
Philatelic week (25), (CV £1200). MUH only a very few
mint. (100s)
$100

1098
Great Britain, 1841-1976, collection in Stanley Gibbons
Great Britain albums, useful range of earlies incl 1887/1900
'Jubilee' to 1/-, 1902/13 Edward VII to 5/-, 1938/49 GVIR to
£1 incl 10/- dark blue, used; range to 1968, 1968/76 range
hinged mint, also black binder of EIIR period addressed
FDCs condition mixed. Used - mint. (100s)
$100

1107
Japan, Occupation issues 1942-1945, for Malaysia (SG
J297-J310); half sheets or part sheets some as multiples of
Netherlands Indies (SG 91 [3], 110, 128 [3], 153), Kedah
6c strip of 10 with occupation block stamp; together with
Australia covers (2), one from RNF Censor cover c.1943
fixed with 4d koala; another OHMS'Marine Luchtvaardienst
i.h. Oosten V.V.P (No.639) fixed with 2 1/2d KGVI to
RAAF HQ, Melbourne; Surrender of Japan leaflet for allied
servicemen in Indonesian island, and newpaper clipping June
1945; together with various JIM etc notes (14). MUH, mint
and used with some toning. (100s)
$100

1099
Great Britain, a large red Briefmarken stock book containing
issues of pre-decimal stamps from 1850s in mixed condition,
lot has duplication throughout, issues are described with SG
numbers, noted scarce SG 82, 84, 152, 153, 178, 193, 263,
also quantities of castles, and a useful lot of perfins from QV
- QEII. Used. (1,000s)
$150

Ex Philas Stamp Auctions, 9 March 2013 (lot 1456) for last group.
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1114
Papua New Guinea, on Hagner sheets (7) and a Lighthouse
stock book issues of decimal and pre-decimal, including
issues from 1952 sets to £1 both mint and used, used
collection in stock book from 1952-1975 and appears
complete; on Hagner sheets an accumulation of mint and
used to £1, 1952 set mostly used, many others mixed, high
CV. Mostly used, some MUH. (lot)
$50
Ex G.E.Downes Collection.

1115
Papua New Guinea, 1994 surcharges 21t on 80t Chance's
papuina and golden-mouth papuina (SG 734) in a sheet of
50, blocks of 10 (4), 4 (6) (CV £4,788); another a block of
4 21t on 45t king bird of Paradise (SG 755); together with
a stock book of used Australia and world stamps (several
100); assorted world banknotes including Australia $20 (2)
Frasaer/Cole; others from USA, Germany, JIM, etc (22) and
a set of New Guinea coins 1d, 3d, 6d and 1/- 1943-1945
and China cash (3). MUH (stamps), very good - very fine
(others). (lot)
$250

1108*
Japanese Occupation of Philippines, 1943, five cents
brown (SG.J18), unused sheet of 100 stamps with Japanese
imprint at bottom edge, three small chips in top edge paper
and foxing on outside edge of bottom edge paper, stamps
unharmed, scarce as the whole issue destroyed by the
Philippine's Government. MUH.
$130
1109
Japanese Occupation of Philippines, 1943, five cents brown
(SG.J18), unused sheet of 100 stamps with Japanese imprint
at bottom edge. Two holes on left hand edge paper and
small chip in right hand edge paper, stamps unharmed, with
some light spots on gum and a line stain on the gum of 4
stamps, nonetheless scarce as the whole issue destroyed by
the Philippine's Government. MUH.
$100

1116
Papua New Guinea, Nauru, Christmas Island decimal
collections housed in two stock books of MUH issues from
1966 - 1970s as sets and blocks values to $1, with duplication
many are stuck down in albums requiring care to remove;
New Zealand, pre-decimal in singles and blocks of 4 of
1960 issues to £1, a few Health FDCs c.1949-1953, Ross
Dependency and NZ Govt. Insurance a few also from Niue
and Tokelau Islands; Australia damaged stock book with
used Australian and about 50 FDCs of period 1937-1960s.
MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$100

1110
Jersey, collection in a Davo hingeless album with slipcase
with issues including M/S from 1958 - 1995 with part sets
of 1991-4, appears almost complete. Mostly MUH. (100s)
$100

1117
Papua New Guinea, a green stock book of mostly decimal
issues, many in pairs or blocks from 1960s-1980s, with
values to 2 kina, a good range of types. All appear as MUH.
(100s)
$100

1111
Malaya, Malay States, Singapore, Malaysia and Straits
Settlements, an accumulation with duplicates stored in one
large stockbook, also includes Hong Kong, all are neatly
arranged. Mostly used. (100s)
$100
1112
New Zealand, 1874-1986, a collection on Seven Seas pages,
incl 1882 QV to 1/- (mixed condition) a few later to EIIR
1953/9 to 10/- used, strength in decimals, mixed mint and
MUH; black binder of decimal FDCs (162) mainly addressed
also Canadas album with strength in 1868-1935 period incl
1870/93 QV to 10c, 1897/98 QV varieties to 10c, 1912/21
GVR to $1, 1928/29 GVR to $1. Used - MUH. (100s)
$150

1118
Philippine Islands, Japanese Occupation issues housed in cliplock folder on leaves produced by Robert J. Cierzniewski,
issues 1942-1945 as well as Puppet Republic issues, (SG
J 1-34, 36-41, 43-47, JD 9, JO 29, 30, 32, 45-47, with
additional imperfs 32-34, 39-41, M/S (SG MSJ135 [CV
£110], MSJ142), mint and used (61); together with Postal
stationary (25) used (dated June 12, 1944) and (25)
unused pre-stamped covers with O/P of 5c on 2c red with
REPUBLIKA NG PILIPINAS, and 2c green (20) post cards,
(JSSC for Related Areas 1944 1 PS 6 and 1943 1 PS 3). Mint,
unused and used. (131)
$100

1113
Pacific Ocean, a green Lighthouse stock book filled with a
wide range of mostly MUH issues from PNG, AAT, British
Antarctic Territory, New Zealand, Japan and including the
following islands Cook, Penrhyn, Tokelau, Samoa, Niue,
Kiribati, Tuvalu, Fiji, Gilbert Islands, Pitcairn, Norfolk,
New Hebrides, New Caledonia, Wallis and Futuna, Tonga,
Solomon, Palau etc. Mostly MUH with a few used. (100s)
$150

Ex Craig Chappell Auction House, Qld. (lot 161).
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1119
Pitcairn Island, a quantity of issues mostly in blocks of 4 with
duplication and some larger sheets of 1969 pictorial issues,
1980 wedding in blocks of 8, with extra blocks, also up to
10 and multiples of 1973 wedding and 1991 M/S of 70th
birthday, other M/S (4) (SG MS161), (9) of (SG MS205),
M/S (2) of Queen Mother, M/S (2) Bounty Day, all issues
MUH (100s); together wih a selection of issues of sets of
Tuva (Tannu or North Mongolia) c.1936 but many stuck
as CTO, together with a 25p air joined triangular pair and
a 1934 1t air (SG 58); Australia 1976-7 $4 Roberts (5, one
as a block of 4) all used. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$60
Ex Philas Stamp Auctions, March 9, 2013 (lot 2402) for the Pitcairn Islans,
Tuva from George Alexvizos, Cal. USA, (lots 311 and 312).

part

1122*
World flight covers, Royal Dutch Airlines, London Melbourne Air Race 1934 (Mac-Robertson Race), fixed
with 6c and 70c Queen issues and 30c air, 11.X.34 to Java
from the Haag (illustrated); another similar Amsterdam to
Melbourne, first flight 3 April 1972; another similar Warsaw
to Melbourne, 4.XI, 1956, fixed with 60 Gr. Olympic 1956
Melbourne and 1.50 Zl. air stamp, stamped on back with
Olympic Village 9 Nov. 1956. Fine, scarce. (3)
$100
Ex J.P.Melick Collection, from Charles Leski Auction 165 (lots 2550, 2625,
2612).

1123
World, in seven royal blue albums including 1981 Royal
Wedding Charles & Diana collection with a comprehensive
range of sets and souvenir sheets, together with two volumes
of FDCs, 1982 Princess Diana's 21st birthday, sets and
souvenir sheets and FDCs, noted 'Benham' FDCs and PNCs.
MUH. (100s)
$100

part

1120*
Straits Settlements, Air mail cover, British Australian Flight,
via Singapore - Sourabaya, part of the experimental flight
England - Australia, fixed with 4c and 35c KGV posted
registered 1521, Singapore 13 April 1931 to Batavia
20.4.1931, with additional back stamps (illustrated);
postcards, Straits Settlements 2c, 9 Ap 26, (Penang Club
Sweep) on back; another Malaya 2c from Singapore to
London/Liss Hants with Sungei Bagan Rubber Company
advertisement, postally dated on card 28 Nov., 1939;
together with a complete set of numbered 1 - 27 Carreras
Cigarettes, series of Malayan Industries. Fine, all scarce. (4
items)
$100

1124
World, a collection in a blue Favourite album, some earlies,
Hong Kong, Ireland overprints; red Stanley Gibbons GVIR
printed album with a small range of issues, includes some
1937 Coronation issues, New Foundland set of 11 values,
1946 Victory issues; also a large black album with 1953
Coronation issues. Used - Mint. (100s)
$150

Ex J.P.Melick Collection, previously from the Charles Leski Auction, Sale
165 (lots 2648, 1891, 1894 for cards and covers).

1121
Wallis and Futuna Islands, an accumulation of MUH issues
as sets, all in packets described with some duplication, many
as colourful thematic sets, (stated CV £650, SG 2007). MUH.
(approx 150)
$70

1125
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including many Fiji, Cook Islands and other Pacific Islands,
etc an extensive accumulation of various colourful thematic
sets from many diffeent countries (stated CV £1100, SG
2007). MUH. (100s)
$100

112

1126
World, FDCs from Australia, ordinary covers from Germany,
Thailand and other European countries c.1990s, all fixed
with stamps (several 100); Australian covers in FDC album,
these from 1929 - early 1950s, several scarce, also a few mint
Germany c.1946 on album leaves and an exchange book of
British Commonwealth stamps mostly KGV or earlier. Mint
and used. (100s)
$100

1132
World, a accumulation of albums and stamps, includes Great
Britain PO packs 1970s-1980s (100+, 45 in a cliplock album),
FDCs from Great Britain, a small stock book of issues from
Brunei, North Borneo, Sarawak with values to $2 (some
duplication); Australia Post pre-stamped postcards Series III
AP packs (10), quantities of stamps on paper; albums (20)
of young collector etc. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$120

1127
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including many Malta, Jersey, Ireland, Cuba, Norfolk Island,
Monaco, etc, an extensive accumulation of various colourful
thematic sets from many different countries (stated CV £900,
SG 2007). MUH. (100s)
$70

1133
World, used stamps with duplication from Belgium,
Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Finland, Vatican, San Marino and the following South
American countries Bolivia, Argentina, Nicaragua, Panama,
Venezuela and Egypt, all are neatly arranged in eight stock
books, with issues mostly of the 20th century, lots include
multiples of useful pickings. Used. (1,000s)
$140

1128
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including Pitcairn Islands, Gambia, Gibraltar, Marshall
Islands, West Indies Islands, Pacific Islands, extensive
accumulation of various colourful sets, from dozens of
different countries (stated CV £1,000, SG 2007). MUH.
(100s)
$100

1134
World, a large thematic assortment of MUH issues mostly as
M/S, stored in a blue stock book, including Sweden Elvis M/S,
birds fish and animal themes, also Royalty, etc, accumulation
of various colourful M/S, from dozens of different countries
(stated CV £450, SG 2007). MUH. (lot)
$50

1129
World, a large assortment of MUH issues mostly as sets,
including Pitcairn Island, Tonga, Niue, Penyrhn, Italy,
New Zealand, Brazil, Falkland Islands, etc, an extensive
accumulation of various colourful sets, from dozens of
different countries (stated CV £1,000, SG 2007). MUH.
(100s)
$100

1135
World, an accumulation of issues in MUH condition stored
in 4 large Lighthouse albums, from a wide range of countries
including fantasy issues, many as sets, part sets and singles,
also includes British Commonwealth issues, together with
three (3) old loose leaf or printed albums of used issues, all
stored in a box. MUH, mint and used. (several 1,000)
$200

1130
World, a large assortment of MUH issues including
Singapore, Thailand, Pacific Islands, an accumulation of
various colourful sets, (stated CV £1,000, SG 2007). MUH.
(100s)
$100

1136
World, an accumulation in twelve (12) albums or stock
books, noted albums of Norfolk Island pre-decimal (with
4x2/- (blue), 7x3d (green) Norfolk pines) and decimal issues,
also PNG (mint and used), Christmas Island, Samoa, New
Zealand and 1981 Royal Wedding set in album, lot includes
Australia used with duplication including KGV, also some
Canada, U.S.A., some world stamps on leaves, etc. MUH,
mint and used. (100s)
$120

1131
World, an unusual group in a box of stamps and similar items
including a cased presidential USA limited edition (No.144),
sealed encased 25c US stamp of bicentennial from the US
Senate (to Senator Paula Hawkins with her senate card);
together with year set for Switzerland 1984 and another
souvenir booklet of 1981 issues; Liechtenstein 1981 Franz
Josef II with M/S and singles; similar for 1983 Royal Family
in blocks of 4 in booklet; together with Post Office packs
from GB and Australia and a quantity of Australian FDC
(approx 50). MUH and used. (approx 80)
$50

1137
World, an accumulation with duplicates stored in eight small
stockbooks, divided into various areas, a) New Guinea,
Papau and PNG, mint and used, to £1 native fishing; b)
Ceylon and Sri Lanka, c) a further 6 stockbooks with Yeman,
Umn-Al-Qiwain, Ajman, Sharjah, Manama - Ras al Khaima
and Equitorial Guinea, all are neatly arranged within the
albums. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$80

113

part

1138*
World, an accumulation of stamps in albums (15) together
with a large tin and cigar box, all housed in a trolly bag,
contains issues from from Australia (including some MUH
and mint to $4, and a sheet of 100 of 5c bird, APO packs and
quantities of used), also includes New Celedonia, Indonesia,
Norfolk Island, China (including 1976 Taiwan album of
issues , the 1946 Peace sets including Canada 1946 set to
$1 mint and various airmail issues, also Royal Visit 1947,
etc. noted a Worldwide Stamp Album by Nicklin with 100s
of world stamps, and other countries in albums, lot also
includes a re-addressed cover to Bratislava from Freemantle,
25 October 1938 fixed with 5d KGV (3), 3d KGVI (2),
variety with TA joined with white leaves and foreign duty
stamps from Yugoslavia and Czechoslavakia, (illustrated).
MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$100

1139
World, a large accumulation, stored in a large box, includes
ten (10) Chinese stock books of stamps, noted a few pickings,
also Australia decimal MUH or mint scattered throughout,
also similar from New Zealand (including Lord of the
Rings booklet), similar MUH from PNG, Fiji, Christmas
Island, other MUH sets from British Commonwealth noted
Seychelles. several pages of China with pickings, some FDCs
from USA, and a quantity of used stamps on paper. MUH,
mint and used. (1,000s)
$100

1140
World, in two containers, one a large box, the other a
shoebox, lot includes Australia mint but mostly used,
all stored in nine (9) albums and stock books, together
with a shoe box of world used, many in envelopes, some
useful pickings but in variable condition. Mint and used.
(1,000s)
$100
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